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WHAT IS A CASE STUDY?

The goal of Tracfin reports is to set out the main recurring and emerging forms of money laun-
dering and terrorist financing (ML/FT) in order to provide reporting entities with the most use-
ful information to enhance their risk classifications and improve their reporting activity. The 
trends detailed in these reports are based on an analysis of information received and the out-
come of Tracfin investigations resulting in notification and intelligence reports being sent to 
the courts, partner government departments and Tracfin’s foreign counterparts. Trends are 
illustrated with case studies that are to be understood as case types that contain as many crite-
ria as possible for a given issue. These case studies are intended to identify best reporting prac-
tices and put forward analysis criteria and warning signs. Warning signs, which are not intended 
to be cumulative criteria, are selected based on how they represent the ML/FT or fraud network 
reported and their relevance for guiding the Unit’s investigations.
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FOREWORD

This report is an opportunity to look back on the work and results 
obtained by Tracfin in 2021. However, we cannot begin this review wit-
hout mentioning the first few months of 2022 that demonstrated the 
relevance and use of financial intelligence, the core element of Tracfin’s 
action and expertise.

Against the backdrop of the global pandemic, and after two and a half 
years of unrelenting efforts, France is finally among the leading countries 
that are effectively combating financial crime according to a mutual 
evaluation conducted by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF). This 
task force was set up by the same G7 Summit that witnessed the foun-
ding of Tracfin in 1990. The evaluation, published in May 2022, confir-
med the vital, central role played by Tracfin in the French system. It is 
the result of years of effort and the involvement of all the Unit’s staff 
over the last decade, and we thank them for their work. 

2022 has also seen high-intensity conflict rear its head again in Europe. 
As an inner-circle intelligence department and coordinator of the Bercy 
task force on individual sanctions, Tracfin experienced, like other govern-
ment departments, a first half year punctuated by setbacks, sanctions 
and analysis to be provided to our authorities, all the while continuing 
to make a strong contribution to the work of the tax administration and 
the courts. 

The operational results were exceptional in 2021, with over 165,000 noti-
fications sent to Tracfin (up 43% on the previous year). The growing 
workload is the result of ongoing due diligence efforts from all reporting 
entities, particularly in the financial sector but also from new players 
that are becoming increasingly involved. While the volume of reports 
from some professions remains low, Tracfin will target them with awar-
eness-raising campaigns to ensure that they carry out due diligence 
thoroughly. Tracfin and its partners remain strongly committed to the 
high-quality public-private partnership that is central to the French 
AML/CFT model. 

This increasing workload also reflects the momentum of the Unit’s pro-
duction, with the amounts at stake estimated to be nearly €700 million, 
up 25% year-on-year for reports filed with the tax authorities. The Unit 
strives to better serve government departments and units that receive 
its reports.
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I thank all the Unit’s staff for their work throughout a year impacted by 
the health crisis and the entry into force of a major and essential reform 
of the Unit’s organisation: the effective day-to-day running of Tracfin 
depends on their commitment. I am confident that they will continue 
their efforts and take on the new challenges thrown up by Tracfin’s 2027 
objectives.

More than 30 years since it was founded, and with an integrated 
network of over 160 counterparts worldwide, Tracfin continues to ful-
fil the duties entrusted to it by law. The Unit’s dual identity allows it 
to continue to fully harness financial intelligence for the benefit of our 
authorities and partners. 

Guillaume Valette-Valla

Director of TRACFIN
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165,171

x2
3,644,093

37,683,654

KEY FIGURES

1. See Definitions in the Appendix.

165,171 notifications were received in 2021 (up 43% on 2020) 
from financial and non-financial reporting entities that form part of 
the anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism 
(AML/CFT) system, public bodies, and foreign financial intelligence 
units (FIUs).1160,952 STRs – suspicious transaction reports – (+44%) 
and 2,194 official STRs (-7%) were submitted.

The number of notifications received has more than doubled since 
2017.

3,644,093 systematic information disclosures (COSIs)1 were 
received concerning fund transfers carried out through a cash trans-
fer or using a digital currency that exceeded €1,000, or an aggregate 
amount for the same client over one calendar month that exceeded 
€2,000.

37,683,654 COSIs1 were received concerning cash deposits 
or withdrawals of more than an aggregate amount of €10,000 over a 
one-month period.
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70,270

3,242

€669m
10,180

196
3,186

70,270 investigative measures were carried out by Tracfin staff 
in 2021.

3,242 reports were provided by Tracfin to its partners, up 7% on 
the previous years and up 24% over five years.

Tax evasion: total amount at stake estimated to be  

€669m, up 25% over the previous year.

10,180 individuals and 3,186 legal entities targeted in 
2021 in notification and intelligence reports provided by Tracfin to 
its partners (courts, government departments including intelligence 
departments, FIUs). 

The Unit had  
196 members of staff at 31 December 2021.
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KEY MILESTONES

Reorganisation of Tracfin core departments 
in 2021

Faced with the ever-growing volume of information that Tracfin must 
process and the increasingly complex nature of fraud and financial 
crime, the Unit decided to rethink its structure and operation. In this 
respect, 2021 saw a reorganisation of core departments around prio-
rity Unit missions: combating fraud, fighting economic and financial 
crime, and defending and promoting the fundamental interests of 
France.

FATF evaluation

With around 140 meetings and discussions between 350-plus people 
and an assessor team during the course of an on-site visit in 2021, the 
evaluation of France’s AML/CFT system involved players engaged in 
the fight against money laundering and terrorist financing in France. 
On 17 May 2022, this evaluation resulted in the official publication of 
the mutual evaluation report for France’s AML/CFT system adopted 
on 3 March 2022. The final outcome was very positive, with France 
subject to the regular follow-up process and ranking among the best 
rated jurisdictions. The central role and quality of Tracfin’s work in 
the AML/CFT system were underscored for several reasons by FATF 
assessors. These excellent results reflect the effective use of financial 
intelligence, Tracfin’s contribution to fighting economic and finan-
cial crime and terrorism financing, and the vibrancy of our interna-
tional cooperation. Looking ahead, several amendments will need to 
be made to the legislative framework in order to comply with FATF 
Recommendations. 

In order to turn FATF Recommendations into actual operational res-
ponses, a number of work streams will be monitored by the Unit. Trac-
fin will continue to adapt these procedures for processing the infor-
mation it receives to step up its exchanges with foreign counterparts 
and bolster its typological and strategic analysis capacity. This will be 
done with a view to sharing more information with reporting enti-
ties that have AML/CFT due diligence obligations. Lastly, as the fight 
against terrorist financing is a priority of the Unit, Tracfin will develop 
its expertise to adapt its resources to the changing threats. 
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Tracfin at the intersection of the preventive 
and enforcement fronts

Intelligence
from other FIUs 

Official STRs from partner 
government departments

Systematic information disclosures 
(COSIs)

STRs from reporting entities

COURTS & CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATION

DEPARTMENTS (COURTS OF 
JUSTICE, PNF, JIRS, DACG etc.) 

TAX & CUSTOMS
ADMINISTRATIONS

SOCIAL SECURITY BODIES
(DGFIP, DGDDI, ACOSS, CNAV etc.)

INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENTS
(DGSI, DGSE, DRSD, DNRED, 

DRM, UCLAT etc.)

ASSET FREEZING, CONFISCATIONS 
AND SEIZURES

(DGT, AGRASC etc.)

FOREIGN FIUS

Notification 
and 

intelligence 
reports

REPORTING 
ENTITIES

SUPERVISORY
& ENFORCEMENT 

AUTHORITIES

FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTIONS

(credit 
and payment 
institutions, 

money changers, 
insurance, mutual 

insurance etc.) 

ACPR
AMF

NON-FINANCIAL 
PROFESSIONS

(notaries, bailiffs, 
lawyers, chartered 

accountants, 
casinos, estate 

agents etc.) 

REGULATORY 
BODIES

(professional 
boards and 
bodies, ANJ, 

DGCCRF,
DGDDI etc.)

PREVENTIVE COMPONENT ENFORCEMENT COMPONENT 
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Strengthening of the EU’s AML/CFT rules

In July 2021, the European Commission presented a bold package of 
four legislative proposals to strengthen the EU’s AML/CFT rules. This 
legislative package consists of a proposed directive on the powers 

and tasks of FIUs, a proposed Single 
Rulebook to guarantee a harmo-
nised and uniform application of 
AML/CFT rules across the EU, a 
revision of the 2015 Regulation on 
the information accompanying 
transfers of funds to trace trans-
fers of crypto-assets, and the crea-
tion of a new authority responsible 
for supervising and coordinating 
FIUs across the EU (the Anti-Mo-
ney Laundering Authority – AMLA). 
Tracfin, which has been very closely 
involved in preparatory work with 
the Commission, is now participa-
ting in negotiations on this legisla-
tive package with the

Permanent Representation of France to the EU, European Commission 
and European Parliament. Legislative work continued in the first half 
of 2022 under the French Presidency of the Council of the European 
Union, and Tracfin will still be fully involved in these negotiations 
going into the second half of the year under the Czech Presidency.
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ORGANISATION CHART

INTELLIGENCE AND 
COUNTER-TERRORISM

DEPARTMENT

ANTI-FRAUD
DEPARTMENT

ECONOMIC
AND FINANCIAL 

CRIME
DEPARTMENT

INSTITUTIONAL
AND INTERNATIONAL
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DEPARTMENT

COMMUNICATION OFFICE

STRATEGIC ANALYSIS UNIT

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
EXPERT ADVISER

LEGAL AND JUDICIAL AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT
Élise DE SANTI
Liaison Officers

(Police, Gendarmerie and Customs)

Guillaume VALETTE-VALLA
DIRECTOR

–
Alban GENAIS

ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR

Counter-Terrorism
Division

Criminal Intererence
Division

Economic Intelligence
Division

Division 1 (units 
include customs fraud)

Division 2 (units include 
VAT fraud and organised 

misappropriation
of public funds

Tax Intelligence
unit

DGFiP Liaison Officer
ACOSS Liaison Officer

Division 1 
(units include 
corruption)

Division 2
(units include 

specialised vectors)

Division 3
(units include 

criminal networks)

International 
Operational 

Cooperative Division

International 
Institutional

Relations Unit

Integration Division

Guidance, Analysis
and Reporting Entity

Relations Division

ACPR Liaison Officer

SECRETARIAT GENERAL

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
DEPARTMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL
AFFAIRS UNIT

INTERNAL AUDIT EXPERT ADVISER

SECURITY UNIT

STATISTICS UNIT

INFRASTRUCURE DIVISION

PROJETS DIVISION

DATA SCIENCE DIVISION

COMPUTER SECURITY UNIT
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OUR STAFF

TRACFIN had 196 employees as 
of 31 December 2021

72

2010 2011
0

50

100

150

200

250

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

84 87
92 104

119
132

151
166

175
191 196

Tracfin’s staffing levels – 2010 to 2021

54% 46% 

ECONOMY AND FINANCE 
MINISTRIES

Public Finances Customs

Contract staff

An average age of 42

The average age of Tracfin staff is 42. The average age at the economy 
and finance ministries is 47. 
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Diverse professional backgrounds

54% 46% 

ECONOMY AND FINANCE 
MINISTRIES

Public Finances Customs

Contract staff

Tracfin attracts profiles with a variety of professional backgrounds. 
While the majority of staff members are civil servants of the economy 
and finance ministries, most of them being DGFiP or DGDDI staff, 
nearly 30% of Tracfin staff are contract employees: 

3%
3%

29%

23%

21%

Tracfin staffing breakdown
by professionnal background (2021)

21%

Customs

Public Finances

Central government

Contract staff

Consumer Affairs
and Fraud Control
Other (Banque de France, 
Police, Gendarmerie, etc.)

Proactive vocational training

170 Tracfin staff completed training in 2021, amounting to 630 
days of training across 61 topics - an average of three and a half 
days of training for each staff member. 
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Tracer et signaler le blanchiment 
des fonds d’origine criminelle xx

Identifier les atteintes aux finances publiques 
et participer à leur recouvrement xx

Entraver le financement du terrorisme et défendre 
les intérêts fondamentaux de la Nation xx

Désanonymiser, attribuer et anticiper 
les risques de « crypto-blanchiment » 
 xx

ANALYSIS 
OF ILLICIT 

FINANCIAL 
NETWORKS

Tracking and reporting laundering  
of criminal money 18

Uncovering fraud against the public purse 
and assisting with recovery 48

Curtailing terrorist financing and defending 
France’s fundamental interests 69

Crypto-laundering risk prevention, allocation  
and de-anonymisaton 85
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Economic and financial crime is directly and indirectly associated 
with several criminal offences that the AML/CFT Advisory Board 
(COLB) has categorised together, in the National Risk Analysis (NRA) 
published in 2019,2 under criminal threats and corruption. In 2021, and 
further to the conclusions and priorities set out by the COLB, a depart-
ment tasked with fighting economic and financial crime was set up by 
Tracfin. This department has issued reports to the courts, outlining 
the following trends: 

 h Laundering the proceeds of 
fraud, particularly false internatio-
nal transfer orders, is one of the 
main money-laundering threats in 
France and thus remains a major 
focus for Tracfin. The Unit regularly 
relies on international cooperation 
to block and return fraudulently 
obtained funds. The money laun-
dering networks identified run 
through a series of bank or pay-
ment accounts opened in various 
countries through which fraudulent 
funds swiftly come and go. 

 h The property sector, especially 
buoyant in recent years, is the pre-
ferred channel for reintroducing the 

proceeds of fraud and crime into economic financing networks. 
To prevent this, ongoing due diligence is needed on the part 
of reporting entities, particularly real estate professionals and 
 notaries.

2. The National Risk Analysis is available on the Directorate General of the Trea-
sury’s website.

TRACKING AND REPORTING 
LAUNDERING 
OF CRIMINAL MONEY

http://www.tresor.economie.gouv.fr/Articles/0cb649a1-21f3-4ef9-94ca-eacad18810b3/files/0cd4ec30-71e2-4f7d-a41a-a40afce1abb8
http://www.tresor.economie.gouv.fr/Articles/0cb649a1-21f3-4ef9-94ca-eacad18810b3/files/0cd4ec30-71e2-4f7d-a41a-a40afce1abb8
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 h Considerable efforts have been made to conduct an accounting 
analysis of the organisations under investigation. The services 
of chartered accountants are used to correlate the financial 
flows recorded in companies’ accounts with the content of their 
balance sheets, with a view to identifying cases of falsification 
and manipulation of accounting records and to enhancing the 
information submitted by accounting and legal professionals. 

 h Greater support has been given to dismantling child pornogra-
phy distribution networks in a situation where the COVID-19 
crisis had facilitated their growth globally. International coope-
ration indisputably brought value- added to Tracfin’s investiga-
tions and allowed new at-risk countries and channels to be iden-
tified in return. 

 h Lastly, corruption is an ongoing risk at all levels – international, 
national and local – and at any degree of severity, irrespective of 
the amounts at stake. 

Within Tracfin, these avenues of investigation are headed by the Eco-
nomic and Financial Crime Department (DCEFI). Set up in April 2021 
as part of the Unit’s new organisation, the DCEFI specialises in the 
core activity of an FIU: it is formed of general divisions, each consti-
tuting specialist units on corruption, specific money laundering chan-
nels such as gambling, art, property investment, and economic and 
financial criminal networks. The DCEFI’s focus is on issuing reports to 
courts in close collaboration with Tracfin’s Legal and Judicial Affairs 
Department. 

COURTS

DCPJ
OCRGDF,
OCLCIFF,

OCRVP, OCBC,
SCCJ

DGGN

JIRS

JUNALCO

PNF
JUDICIAL
COURTS

GENERAL GOVERNMENT

CNCCFP

HATVP

AFA

ANJ

SEJF

DCEFIDAJJ
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WHAT IS MONEY LAUNDERING?

Article 324-1 of the French Criminal Code defines 
the crime of money laundering as facilitating, by any 
means, the false justification of origin of the assets 
or income of the perpetrator of a crime or misde-
meanour from which they have directly or  indirectly 
benefited. It also includes aiding and abetting an 
investment transaction aimed at concealing or 
converting the direct or indirect proceeds of a crime 
or misdemeanour, with these transactions being 
defined as follows: 

 → An investment transaction, or the “transfer of property” as defined in international conven-
tions,3 consists in introducing the proceeds of a crime or misdemeanour into the financial 
system.

 → As defined in international conventions, a concealment transaction consists in concealing 
or disguising the true nature, source, location, disposition, movement, rights with respect 
to, or ownership of, property, knowing that such property is proceeds of criminal activity.

 → A conversion transaction consists in altering the nature of the proceeds of crime, for exa-
mple by exchanging cash for property or book money.

Like handling stolen goods, money laundering is therefore a consequent offence that ensues 
from a clearly established primary or “predicate” offence. However, over time case law has 
recognised money laundering as an autonomous offence by differentiating money laundering 
transactions, in terms of materiality and intent, from the crimes or misdemeanours that gene-
rated direct or indirect proceeds, and by acknowledging that the perpetrator of the predicate 
offence is not necessarily the same as the perpetrator of the consequent money laundering 
offence.

Under these provisions, a person can be prosecuted without the proven existence of a predi-
cate offence. In terms of scope, this covers all concealed capital and flows, whether they be the 
proceeds of crime or the financing of crime (paying for undocumented labour or attempted 
bribery, for example). The burden of proof is in this case reversed: the holder of the funds must 
be able to prove they came from lawful sources.

3. International definitions of money laundering are set out in Article 6 of the Council of Europe Conven-
tion on Laundering, Search, Seizure and Confiscation of the Proceeds from Crime of 8 November 1990 
(known as the Strasbourg Convention) and Article 9 of the convention of the same name of 16 May 2005 
(known as the Warsaw Convention).
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Fraud: an ongoing threat across France, with its 
proceeds laundered by international networks

The ANR considers fraud to be one of the greatest money launde-
ring-related threats in France.4 The most widespread forms of fraud 
are false international transfer orders, fake investment scams (foreign 
exchange market, digital assets, diamonds, advertising inserts, etc.) 
and fraud revolving around local shops (collection of funds from sto-
len or counterfeit payment methods, organised bankruptcy) In 2021, 
fraud cases reported by the police and gendarmerie were up 15%, 
considerably higher than pre-COVID levels.5

Given its position in the financial intelligence chain and the opportu-
nities it enjoys thanks to international cooperation, for a number of 
years Tracfin has played a key role in detecting conspiracy to commit 
large-scale fraud, such as “carbon tax” fraud (intra-Community VAT 
fraud), fraudulent investment on the foreign exchange market (Forex), 
white certificate fraud, fraud involving investments in diamonds and 
precious stones, and fake crypto-asset investment scams. There is 
a continuous stream of new perpetrators of these fraudulent acts, 
emboldened by current events, financial innovation and government 
support schemes.

The vast majority of STRs driving the cases referred by Tracfin in 
2021 were received from credit institutions, payment institutions and 
foreign counterparts. In 2021, for a disclosure concerning fraud, the 
average amount at stake stood at €2.3 billion. 

From 2015 to 2021, Tracfin referred over 1,000 cases of suspected 
fraud to the courts, and was informed that follow-up action had been 
taken on over half of them (63.3%).6 According to information provi-
ded by the courts to Tracfin, most cases are in the registration (10.8%) 
or preliminary investigation (38.2%) stages. 33 cases resulted in a judi-
cial investigation being opened, two in a conviction in a court of first 
instance, and two are currently in appeal.

4. COLB, Analyse nationale des risques de BC-FT en France, 2019, pp. 29-31 (in French 
only).
5. Ministerial Statistical Department of Internal Security (SSMSI), Insécurité et délin-
quance en 2021 : une première photographie, analyse No. 41, January 2022 (in French 
only).
6. This data is sourced from information transmitted by the courts relating to the 
progress made on Tracfin’s reports. How the facts are classified may change during 
the course of the judicial investigation and based on feedback sent by the judicial 
authorities to Tracfin.
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Warning signs identified

Various methods are used to launder the proceeds of fraud, which 
are adapted to the volume of funds to be laundered: basic methods 
such as quick cash withdrawals, investments in savings accounts and 
purchases of property are supplemented by more complex networks 
that involve, for example, e-money accounts hosted abroad or the 
gambling sector. Special attention should be paid to dormant compa-
nies that have been reactivated or created recently and whose actual 
business differs from its declared one. Certain sectors frequently fea-
ture in STRs, in particular the IT, construction, automotive, trade and 
distribution industries. 

The most specialised criminal networks in the laundering stage ope-
rate on an international scale. One of the main methods used consists 
in using the networks of “letterbox” companies used to send money 
internationally. In most cases, the proceeds of laundering are collec-
ted in France and then transferred to transit accounts open in one or 
several European countries, before being sent to Asia. From this point, 
a trail of funds is less easily identified, to the extent that their tracea-
bility can no longer be guaranteed. This is particularly the case in false 
international transfer orders that Tracfin has reported on since 2013 in 
its annual AML/CFT Risk trends and analysis reports.7

A pivotal role in identifying networks laundering the proceeds 
of false international transfer orders by leveraging a crucial 
collaboration with the foreign FIU network

To effectively handle false international transfer order cases, Tracfin 
needs to cooperate with the foreign FIU network, particularly the FIUs 
based in the Member States of the European Union. When Tracfin 
receives a report of false international transfer orders involving trans-
fers made within 48 hours, Tracfin’s International Operational Coo-
peration Division urgently contacts its foreign counterparts to facili-
tate the return of funds and to, insofar as possible, block the recipient 
account(s). If the funds have already been transferred to other transit 
accounts, Tracfin makes a request to its foreign counterparts to pro-
vide it with all the information required to trace the use of the funds. 
If the banks of the alleged victims have at the same time issued recall 
requests, Tracfin will support them to facilitate their completion. 

7. Tracfin, Annual analysis and activity report 2013, p. 44; Tracfin, 2015 Money laun-
dering and terrorist financing risk trends and analysis, pp. 20-21; Tracfin, 2017-2018 
Money laundering and terrorist financing risk trends and analysis, pp. 25-26.
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In 2021, 25 cases relating to suspected false international transfer 
orders, with the total amounts at stake amounting to nearly €8.5 
million, were handled by the International Operational Cooperation 
Division. These cases include information collected from foreign coun-
terparts (e.g. foreign bank account details and balances, identity of 
account holders, transactions carried out on foreign bank accounts), 
in accordance with the disclosure conditions set out by each of them. 
The cases were submitted to the courts or the criminal investigation 
departments to further enhance ongoing investigations and conse-
quently provide greater insight into the international dimension of 
this type of fraud.
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INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONAL COOPERATION AT TRACFIN

Tracfin is able to directly exchange financial informa-
tion with its foreign FIU counterparts provided that 
the principles of reciprocity and data confidentiality 
are respected. 

The quality of international cooperation is gauged 
by examining incoming and outgoing flows. Balanced 
international cooperation is an indicator of trust in 
relations and exchanges: 

 → Tracfin is stepping up its international operational cooperation with its foreign counter-
parts, with incoming flows up 30% in 2021. As in 2020, nearly 90% of incoming flows ori-
ginated from European countries, including non-EU countries. There was a strong surge in 
the number of unsolicited reports received in 2021 originating from Malta, Germany and 
Luxembourg (up 113%, 104% and 82% respectively).

 → Foreign FIUs have also increasingly approached the Unit, and they have appreciated its 
detailed and prompt responses. Tracfin may use the databases at its disposal and exercise 
its right to discovery to provide information to its counterparts. Conversely, Tracfin is increa-
singly cooperating on an international scale in its investigations, with a 15.5% increase in the 
number of investigative measure requests sent to foreign counterparts in 2021. Among the 
instances when it was approached by its foreign counterparts, Tracfin has observed a strong 
focus on various forms of fraud, in addition to the cases of false international transfer orders 
previously mentioned, in particular fraudulent investments. International operational coo-
peration also involves many cases of suspected money laundering and, to a lesser extent, 
suspected tax evasion.

Tracfin ensures this cooperation through its International Operational Cooperation Division 
(DCIO), which is structured into two hubs and country correspondents: 

 → a “cooperation” hub responsible for recording incoming and outgoing information;

 → an “investigation” hub responsible for examining the requests submitted by Tracfin counter-
parts or STRs with ties to a foreign country;

 → country correspondents tasked with improving the understanding of partner FIUs and their 
practices as well as the types of cases found in France and certain countries.

In addition to the cases of false international transfer orders that have a pressing cross-border 
nature and may entail blocking and returning funds, the DCIO handles all cases with a distinct 
international dimension.
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THE GENERAL INSPECTOR
OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION (GIFI),
THE POLISH FIU, ON ITS OPERATIONAL TIES
WITH TRACFIN

The reports sent by Tracfin are processed by a specific division that handles foreign requests. 

The crux of this division’s work is to respond to foreign requests and analyse unsolicited 

information and cross-border reports received. It is also tasked with preparing and circulating 

these cross-border reports among other FIUs in the EU. 

France is one of our three main partners alongside the German and Lithuanian FIUs (38 

requests received in 2021, 23 sent in 2020). Most requests related to suspected laundering of 

the proceeds of fraud (executive impersonation fraud in particular),8 tax avoidance and drug 

trafficking. Tracfin sends us reports about Polish entities or assets transferred to and from 

Poland (unusual transactions, money laundering or terrorist financing offences or suspicions). 

We launch an investigation after assessing the information received and its relation to cases 

or entities already recorded in our database or databases accessible to us. Tracfin reports 

often describe the underlying approach of the primary money laundering offence in great 

detail, allowing us to easily identify the illegal origin of the funds transferred in Poland. 

In accordance with Tracfin’s disclosure and processing conditions, these reports are used in 

our analyses and statements to the Polish national authorities. In some cases, this information 

is disclosed to the Polish police forces. 

Financial flows between various jurisdictions are increasingly frequent, and carrying out 

transactions from Poland to another country is relatively straightforward. These two factors 

can pose a challenge for us, and so, close and swift-acting cooperation between our FIUs is 

vital to effectively combat financial crime. 

The GIFI believes that the quality of our international cooperation with foreign counterparts is 

relatively good. Our immediate goal is to ensure even swifter responses to foreign information 

requests and increase the volume of unsolicited disclosures sent to our French partners. 

We believe that this cooperation can be even stronger, particularly in cases requiring the 

suspension of transactions comprising the proceeds of criminal activity.

8. Executive impersonation fraud entails the fraudster contacting a target company, claiming to be the chair 
of the parent company or group. Contact is made either by email or telephone. After exchanges, intended 
to build up trust, the fraudster requests an unscheduled international transfer to be made, urgently and in 
complete confidentiality. The target company carries out the transaction using the foreign bank account 
details of the recipient. 
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Laundering of the proceeds of false international transfer 
orders using European transit accounts

Alleged fraudster

Company A

Victim of a CEO
fraud scam

Company B

Manages

€500k €500k

Bank accountsCompany B
bank accounts

– Recently opened
– Unusual operations

€3m

European companies
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1
2

3

4

5

5

Probable victims

!

Source of report(s): banks 
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): Directorate General of the Police (DGPN) 
1. Company A was the victim of a false international payment order in the form of executive imper-
sonation fraud: an ill-intentioned individual assumed the identity of the CEO of this company and 
ordered its accountant to make three successive transfers for a total amount of €500,000 to the bank 
account of Company B, which was registered in Eastern Europe (Country Z), and held by a French 
individual, the alleged perpetrator of the fraudulent act. 
2. On that same day, the amounts credited to Company B’s account were transferred to an account 
in Asia, held by a straw man. 
3. Company A’s French bank made a request to Company B’s bank for the funds to be returned, but 
the funds had already been taken out of Company B’s bank account. 
4. Tracfin investigations revealed that the fraudster had opened ten accounts in the name of Com-
pany B in Country Z, a few months prior to the fraudulent act. These accounts revealed operating 
procedures that were out of keeping with traditional economic activity: 
 w The revenue credited was disproportionate, given the accounts had only been recently opened.
 w The lack of any business activity conducted by Company B in Country Z did not provide grounds 

for opening the bank accounts in Country Z.
 w The accounts functioned as transit accounts.
 w The Company carried out the registration procedure with an intermediary offering this service online.

5. Company B’s bank accounts received several transfers from ten or so European companies for a 
total amount of €3 million, funds which were then immediately transferred to the bank accounts in 
Asia. This suggested that the funds constituted proceeds from similar fraudulent activities.
Analysis criteria and warning signs:
 w False international transfer orders clearly identified by the reporting entity.
 w Suspicious transaction report sent the day following the transfer of funds from Company A to 

Company B.
 w The destination country for the funds and IBAN of the beneficiary account noted by the reporting 

entity, enabling Tracfin to contact its foreign counterpart as quickly as possible in an attempt to 
recover the fraudulent funds.
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The property sector: a channel of choice 
for laundering the proceeds of fraud 
and conducting organised crime 
in the real economy

The buoyancy of the property market and its diverse players have 
left it exposed to a varying laundering risk that requires ongoing due 
diligence by AML/CFT reporting entities. 

With over 1.3 million sales in 2021,9 the property sector proved to be 
strong, bolstered by its safe haven status, very low interest rates and 
savings built up during the COVID-19 crisis. The number of property 
transactions has increased

in average-sized cities, the suburbs 
of major cities and rural areas. Price 
have also spiked (up 7.2% on 2020), 
particularly in average-sized cities 
(up 8.4%) and seaside resorts (up 
12.2%). 

According to the ANR, the pro-
perty purchases and sales business 
is vulnerable to a high-level 
money laundering threat given 
the buoyancy of the sector, the 
sizeable amounts at stake and the 
relative security granted by pro-
perty investments, particularly in 
large cities and tourist areas.10

Most property transactions are car-
ried out through estate agents and representatives: these professio-
nals have been subject to AML/CFT obligations in respect of their pur-
chasing and sales business, their building management business, and 
their letting business since 2009, 2014 and 2016 respectively.  

The sheer variety of public and private players on the property market, 
whether individuals or professionals (dealers, property developers, 
collaborative platforms etc.), makes it vulnerable to the laundering 
of proceeds of all kinds of offences such as bribery, undocumented 
labour, drug trafficking, tax evasion and fraud.

9. Public Finances Directorate General.
10. COLB, National Risk Analysis in France, 2019, pp. 73-76.
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The risk of the injection of illegal funds is apparent at all stages of a 
property development: 

 h before the construction of a property: when applying for a buil-
ding permit or awarding contracts in property procurement (e.g. 
cash payments to a corrupt public official);

 h during the construction stage of a property: injection of cash 
from illicit activities (drug trafficking, fraud, tax evasion, etc.) to 
pay for raw materials or provide wages to the undocumented 
labourers working on site;

 h during property transactions or leases: under-the-table property 
dealings, complex arrangements intended to introduce funds 
passing through jurisdictions so as to help hide the origin of 
funds and the identity of the beneficial owners of the purcha-
sers of properties in France, rental payments in cash etc.;

 h when obtaining a mortgage: facilitating the granting of a loan by 
means of a bank officer changing the mortgage application in 
the applicant’s favour.

For the effective detection of cases of money laundering in the pro-
perty sector, the involvement of AML/CFT reporting entities, particu-
larly real estate professionals and notaries, is required. Financial sector 
reporting entities also have additional flagging tools to detect suspec-
ted money laundering in the property sector. Here are some examples 
for criteria that could help develop an analysis of suspicious activity: 

 h the prime property sector in vulnerable regions across France (in 
particular the Greater Paris Region and the Côte d’Azur);

 h the off-plan sales sector;

 h use of international financial arrangements involving companies 
registered in high-risk countries for ML/TF;

 h use of fictitious or false identities;

 h discrepancy between the client’s financial means and the size of 
the mortgage obtained or of the investment made;

 h involvement of a politically exposed person in an arrangement 
intended to conceal their identity.

The Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (CDC) also plays an impor-
tant role in detecting suspicious property transactions. With regard 
to accounting matters, notaries are required to deposit the funds of 
third parties into current cash accounts held by the CDC.11 As a Trac-
fin reporting entity, the CDC submits STRs on suspicious financial 
flows into accounts opened by notarial offices.

11. Article 15 of Decree no. 45-0017 of 19 December 1945, last amended by Decree 
no. 2014-551 of 27 May 2014.
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AML/CFT ACTIVITIES OF REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS AND 
NOTARIES

The reporting activity of real estate professionals and notaries is still under-represented given 
the buoyancy of the French property market: over 1,300,000 property transactions carried out 
in 2021 for a total value of approximately €310 billion. 

REPORTING ACTIVITY OF REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS IN 2021 

A varied level of understanding of the AML/CFT system 

 → 341 STRs in 2021, up 26 % on 2020;

 → an even split of STR submissions between independent players and the networks;

 → a low level of reporting activity among the main franchisees;

 → the biggest contributor is a luxury sector operator, followed by a company known for its 
business as an agent.

A glaring regional imbalance 

 → most STRs are issued by players located in the Greater Paris Region, as well as in the Var and 
Alpes-Maritimes départements;

 → almost half of the STRs relate to individuals or legal entities established in seven départe-
ments: Paris, Hauts-de-Seine, Alpes-Maritimes, Essonne, Var, Gironde and Yvelines;

 → real estate professionals from nearly half of the départements of France have not submitted 
any STRs;

 → professionals based in overseas territories have sent a total of three STRs.

Best practices identified 

 → consultation of open-source documents that are accurately recorded, along with other sus-
picious activity points of analysis;

 → increased due diligence by reporting entities on the constituent parts of the financing appli-
cation for purchasing property and, if no mortgage has been taken out, on the potential 
buyer’s profile;

 → → analysis of the profile of the main players that are the subject of an STR.

Areas for improvement 

 → analyses of the facts are often brief: contextual information such as the location of the pro-
perty, a description of the transaction (buyer/seller) and the nature of the suspicious activity 
should be included and developed;

 → most reporting entities can only identify a single warning sign forming the grounds of the 
STR, with no further analysis conducted. In this light, Tracfin stresses that detecting a war-
ning sign must result in the reporting entity upping its due diligence on all information rela-
ting to the transaction;

 → more than half of STRs are submitted with no supporting documents.

Types of transactions rarely reported to Tracfin 

 → reports relating to under- or over-reporting property are still rare;

 → there are virtually no STRs about the professional real estate market (logistics warehouses, 
business premises, offices, hotels etc.).
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REPORTING ACTIVITY OF NOTARIES IN 2021

Reporting activity among notaries is one of the 
most robust in the non-financial sector 

 → 1,837 STRs in 2021, up 19% on the 2019-2020 
period, representing reporting activity levels 
comparable to those pre-crisis;

 → 25% of STRs from non-financial professionals;

 → submission of additional STRs is sharply up, 
with a 68% increase on 2020, reflecting the 
concerted effort of reporting entities in their 
monitoring activity.

Major reporting disparities between notaries 

 → only 6% of notaries and 13% of notarial offices have submitted at least one STR to Tracfin;

 → 23% of offices that have submitted an STR are first-time reporting entities, demonstrating 
the potential benefits of AML-CFT training sessions and awareness initiatives organised by 
Tracfin.

Areas for improvement 

 → factual elements, such as the location of the property, the status of the main stakeholders 
(buyer and seller), the stage of the transaction (signature of a deed, partial payments of 
funds previously made, etc.) are still insufficiently reported;

 → the main warning signs used by the profession revolve around the establishment of finan-
cing, doubts on the origins of funds provided in the property transaction and the lack of any 
lending. These relevant warning signs must be supported with documentation proving that 
client information has been verified.

STRs relating to residential property 

 → 99% of STRs report on transactions relating to residential property;

 → only thirty or so STRs relate to new property, including that in the off-plan sales sector;

 → thirty STRs relate to purchasing land for construction;

 → there are virtually no STRs on transactions relating to commercial property.
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Laundering of illicit funds originating from companies 
domiciled abroad that are injected into France 
with a view to purchasing property

Company A

€3,5m

Financial transactions carried 
out under the guise of loans 
granted by Mr X and 
the co-manager of Company B 
to the associates of Mr X: 
the loans do not need to be repaid
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€500k €500k

Purchase of property

FRANCE
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Source of report(s): banks, accounting and legal professionals 
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): public prosecutor’s office at a court of justice 
1. Mr X was a French businessman residing in an African country, Country A, known to have a high 
corruption index. He worked in an industrial field that is vulnerable to corruption and money laun-
dering. Mr X was also a tax resident of a Gulf State, Country B, that features on the FATF list of high-
risk jurisdictions, even though he had no actual business activity in this country. He was a manager 
of companies domiciled in Country A (Company A) and Country B (Company B). Mr X transferred 
funds from Country A to B from and to his personal accounts (€1.5 million), as well as between his 
 companies’ accounts (€2 million). 
2. Mr X organised the transfer of funds from Countries A and B to France with the intention of acqui-
ring several properties through associates in a département exposed to a high-risk of money-launde-
ring via property purchases, according to the National Risk Analysis. Mr X used two different channels:

2.1. He transferred €2 million from Company B to the bank accounts held in France by several 
of his associates. At the same time, these accounts received a total of €1 million from another 
of Mr X’s associates. These transfers had no economic justification and, according to supporting 
documents, related to loans granted by Mr X. These loans were not repaid. The purpose of all these 
repatriated sums (€3 million in total) was to purchase land in the name of the associates of Mr X 
and finance property development. 
2.2. He transferred €500,000 from Company B to the personal bank account of Company B’s 
co-manager. This co-manager transferred funds to Mr X’s spouse under the guise of a private loan 
agreement to purchase property. This loan, with a mortgage interest on the property in the event 
of non-payment, was not repaid by Mr X’s spouse. 

Through this complex arrangement, Mr X acquired several properties in France and was not the 
 official beneficiary of any of them.
Analysis criteria and warning signs:
 w Complementary nature of information provided by different reporting entities.
 w Involvement of a business sector that is vulnerable to bribery and money laundering.
 w Close relations of the main party under investigation with African political leaders.
 w A multi-layered financial arrangement involving a country placed on the FATF’s grey list.
 w A contrived involvement of associates.
 w Investments in the property sector, which is vulnerable to money laundering.
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Accounting analysis: scaling up Tracfin’s work 
in detecting criminal and tax offences, a 
testament to the important efforts made in 
high value-added investigations

The analysis of accounting data and the annual accounts of a com-
pany is compared to the analysis of its financial flows to identify any 
manipulated or falsified accounting records in addition to other pre-
dicate offences such as misuse of company assets, bankruptcy, fraud 
and abuse of rights. 

In 2021, accounting analysis brought considerable value-added to 
14 cases referred by Tracfin. These cases represented a total amount 
of €2.2 billion at stake, i.e. an average amount of €185.3 million per 
case. Out of these 14 cases, some of which reported on several predi-
cate offences, seven related to suspected misuse of company assets, 
seven reported information on possible tax evasion offences, and 
nine outlined suspected money laundering.

These offences were backed up with in-depth accounting analysis 
that revealed overvaluation of contributions in kind for movable and 
immovable property as part of a capital increase. This analysis also 

revealed that the funds received 
by an estate agent were actually 
kickbacks for artificially inflated 
invoices billed for work, at the 
expense of the end clients. Accoun-
ting analysis also uncovers cases 
of circumventing tax obligations 
by means of artificial inflation of 
invoices billed for services provided 
by foreign companies. 

Accounting analysis is partly based 
on the STRs submitted by auditors 
and chartered accountants, contai-
ning information that provides real 
value-added when handling certain 
cases. The number of STRs sub-
mitted by these professions conti-

nued to increase in 2021 over 2020. In 2021, chartered accountants 
sent 614 STRs versus 516 in 2020, up 19%. Similarly, auditor submis-
sions were up 18% from 2020 to 2021. Conversely, Tracfin increasingly 
calls upon the assistance of these professions for its investigations. 
This is reflected in the increasing number of requests for information 
sent to auditors and chartered accountants from 2020 (348) to 2021 
(441).
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12. See Definitions in the Appendix.

The surge in reports submitted by chartered accountants and audi-
tors is the result of regular awareness-raising initiatives organised by 
Tracfin with these professionals and their improved understanding of 
the AML/CFT system. In 2021, the number of auditors and chartered 
accountants registered on the electronic reporting platform ERMES12 
continued to grow. Today, Tracfin has 1,268 auditors and 3,766 char-
tered accountants registered on the platform. To give a breakdown, 
441 chartered accountants were  registered on the ERMES platform 
in 2021 versus 354 in 2020, a 25% increase, while for auditors the user 
base increased by 42%, from 118 in 2020 to 168 one year later. Howe-
ver, the number of professionals registered on ERMES could further 
increase given the size of their respective professional communities in 
France i.e. 20,782 chartered accountants and 11,632 auditors recorded 
in 2021.
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Tracfin’s continued progress in accounting forms part of a strategic 
objective focused on investigations into complex cases. This approach 
has resulted in an overall increase in the amounts at stake in cases 
received over the last two years.13 2021 saw Tracfin investigations 
 handle increasing amounts at stake, with a total amount of €3.9 bil-
lion in respect of the reports provided by Tracfin in 2021, versus €2.2 
billion in 2020 and €1.9 billion in 2019.

13. See Statistical Overview.

TRACFIN GUIDELINES/ 
THE HIGH COUNCIL OF AUDITORS (H3C)

In 2021, the Haut conseil du commissariat 
aux comptes (High Council of Auditors) 
and Tracfin co-developed AML/CFT guide-
lines for auditors. Published on 13 July 2021, these guidelines are the interpretative standards 
for the AML/CFT system: they set out the legislation in force and give professionals an insight 
into the implementation of their due diligence and reporting obligations (detection of ano-
malies, analyses of the facts giving rise to suspicions, and reporting methods and timeframes).
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Circumvention of tax obligations by a French company 
by means of artificial inflation of invoices billed 
for services provided by foreign companies

Mr X 
Manager

Trading
Company A

1

Foreign property
and consulting firms

Payment of expenses: €250m

Beneficial owner

Service agreements

Services that are
non existent/subject

to overbiling

2

3

Reduction of taxable base in France
Low corporation tax despite buoyat activity

Non-french
tax resident

Source of report(s): banks
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): public prosecutor’s office at a court of justice
1. In the 2018-2020 period, Trading Company A entered into various service agreements with compa-
nies domiciled in Asia and the Middle East. The beneficial owner of the companies was the manager 
of Company A, a non-resident of France for tax purposes. During this period, the total amount of 
expenses settled by Company A in respect of these agreements stood at over €250 million. 
2. A significant portion of these expenses settled by Company A under these agreements did not 
appear to be incurred within the interest of the company: the agreements related most probably to 
non-existent services, or ones for which invoices had been issued that were largely inflated compared 
to the standard market prices. 
3. All the expenses recognised and settled under these agreements enabled the company to generate 
a very low annual taxable income compared to its turnover. With this very low taxable income, the 
company was able to significantly lower its tax base in France and thereby pay little corporation tax 
despite its buoyant and highly profitable business activity. 
Having noted the failure of the French company’s auditor to fulfil their professional obligations, Trac-
fin also sent a report to the H3C. 
Analysis criteria and warning signs:
 w Suspicions that are well substantiated by the reporting entities (tax issue, artificial inflation of 

invoices, misuse of company assets).
 w Connections drawn between the Company A’s manager and companies established in Asia and the 

Middle East (beneficial owner).
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THREE QUESTIONS FOR…

FLORENCE PEYBERNES 

President of the High Council of Auditors (H3C)

What conclusions can you draw from the introduction, on 13 July 2021,  

of AML/CFT guidelines for auditors?

For AML-CFT matters, auditors have had for several years a professional standard that 

requires them to fulfil certain due diligence obligations in respect of their clients. The 2021 

guidelines supplement and give clarity to this standard. Since controls performed during 

2021 focused on due diligence for the audit of financial statements for the year ended 31 

December 2020, it is still too early to make any observations on the implementation of 

these guidelines. However, the H3C Board, which sets out the quality control guidelines on 

an annual basis, has always asked controllers to verify the approach taken by auditors to 

comply with the standard, and 2021 was no exception. Findings from the controls show that 

while the procedures followed by firms are generally adapted and satisfactory, their practical 

implementation could still be improved upon. The low number of STRs recorded annually by 

Tracfin is proof of this. 

What detection role do auditors play in AML-CFT? 

Auditors, stakeholders working on the preventive front of AML-CFT, carry out a public service 

mission and fulfil a due diligence obligation enabling them to detect transactions that could 

be the subject of an STR submitted to Tracfin. This is particularly the case when they identify 

atypical and suspicious transactions that, for example, bear no relation to their clients’ 

business. 

To meet these obligations, the auditors use two documents adopted by the H3C: sectoral 

risk analysis (ASR) and the dedicated professional standard (NEP 9605). 

What AML-CFT projects does the H3C carry out? 

The immediate projects are structured around three focus areas. In 2022, we will help update 

the national risks analysis with the COLB, as well as our own sectoral analysis. In our quality 

controls we will include, as we did in the past, a verification of the proper fulfilment by 

auditors of their AML-CFT obligations by introducing the guidelines.

We also intend to strengthen our operational ties with Tracfin in order to better target the 

H3C’s initiatives. 
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Financing and purchase of child 
pornography: international 
expansion driven by the digitalisation 
of distribution media 

In 2021, Tracfin continued its efforts to identify financial flows connec-
ted with the online purchase of child pornography. The live streaming 
of images or videos containing child pornography has unrelentingly 
grown for the past ten years thanks to the rapid increase in media 
capable of viewing or storing this content. According to the United 
Nations Human Rights Council, the COVID-19 pandemic and the tra-
vel restrictions in place were contributing factors to the rise in child 
pornography offences.14

Located and primarily organised in South East Asian countries, 
this criminal activity is expanding to include regions such as Eas-
tern Europe. The act involves placing an order for, in exchange for 
payment, the rape, sexual assault and even torture of a minor and 
watching it live using any transmission medium or method (web-
site, peer to peer, social media, online chat, email, private chat, 
etc.). According to specialist enforcement agencies, those reques-
ting live streams of child pornography content contact members 
of criminal networks either in person – by travelling to the country 
– or virtually through discussions on the deep web or darknet. The 
darknet is a breeding ground for exchanging and selling child por-
nography content online. Payment is made either by cash transfers 
using money transfer companies or in crypto-assets through cryp-
tocurrency trading platforms. 

In 2021, Tracfin referred 15 reports on the matter to the judicial 
authorities. Most cases involved multiple payments ranging from 
€15 to €35, made in crypto-assets to sites hosted on the darknet 
that are known to disseminate child pornography. The low value of 
the sums identified led to regulatory changes arising from Decree 
no. 2021-387 of 2 April 2021 on tackling the anonymity of virtual 
assets. This was introduced to enforce the identification of any 
customers prior to any transaction, including occasional ones, of a 
value of at least one euro. The trends and risks identified by Tracfin 
in this field were reported at European level and helped to bring 
the proposed revision of Regulation (EU) 2015/847 on information 
accompanying transfers of funds15 into line with the French system 
as regards crypto-assets. Negotiations, currently in the trilogue 

14. United Nations Human Rights Council, “Impact of coronavirus disease on diffe-
rent manifestations of the sale and sexual exploitation of children”, 22 January 2021. 
According to the European Commission, in certain EU Member States, the demand 
for child pornography content rose 25% during lockdown periods imposed to com-
bat COVID-19. 
15. COM/2021/422 final.

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G21/014/48/PDF/G2101448.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G21/014/48/PDF/G2101448.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G21/014/48/PDF/G2101448.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G21/014/48/PDF/G2101448.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G21/014/48/PDF/G2101448.pdf?OpenElement
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52021PC0422
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52021PC0422
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52021PC0422
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stage at the European Parliament, have led to discussions between 
experts from the Unit and MEPs, an acknowledgement of Tracfin’s 
expertise. 

The other cases are characterised by several cash transfers ranging 
from €30 to €100 to individuals based in countries known to host cri-
minal networks revolving around the sexual exploitation of minors. In 
addition to the people funding these criminal networks and consu-
ming content, Tracfin investigations can also identify the French 
administrators of sites hosting and selling child pornography. 

Low amounts at stake  
and multifarious funding channels

Processing cases involving child pornography requires working on 
early warning signs and a rigorous investigation of all financial flows 
identified in order to better substantiate the suspicions. The financial 
amounts at stake are small, ranging from around €15 to approximately 
€100 per transaction, which are difficult for banks to identify. Howe-
ver, banks must be tasked with detecting this criminal act, as they are 
capable of identifying regular lump sums taken out of the accounts of 
their customers16 that are then sent to high-risk countries in this area. 
Those requesting child pornography also use various funding chan-
nels, some of which can help to conceal their identity such as digital 
payment and cryptocurrency trading platforms, and money transfer 
companies.

16. Senate, Rapport au nom de la commission des lois constitutionnelles, de législa-
tion, du suffrage universel, du Règlement et d’administration générale et de la com-
mission des affaires européennes sur la lutte contre la cybercriminalité, 9 July 2020
(in French only).

https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
https://www.senat.fr/rap/r19-613/r19-6131.pdf
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Close collaboration required between  
administrative and judicial stakeholders  
to combat child pornography

Given that these criminal networks are cross border, Tracfin closely 
cooperates with its foreign counterparts. Information concerning 
child pornography is shared, helping to advance many investigations: 
out of the 15 cases referred to the French courts in 2021, 11 addressed 
a report submitted by a foreign FIU. This international cooperation 
can also identify new corridors, countries and regions where this 
crime is flourishing, with a view to anticipating the setting up of crimi-
nal networks in new regions.
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Attempted purchase of child pornography 
on the darknet using cryptocurrency

€9k

Approx. €30 

Crypto-asset
address cluster

Crytocurrency
trading platform

Darknet platforms
Child pornographyMr X

2

31

Source of report(s): Partner FIU 
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): public prosecutor’s office at a court of justice
1. In 2021, Mr X signed up to platforms designed for purchasing and selling crypto-assets online. He 
carried out several card transactions and payments on these platforms of a total amount of €9,000. 
2. He successively attempted to perform two transactions of a total amount of approximately €30 to 
two crypto-asset addresses. 
3. Thanks to the collaborative efforts of Tracfin and its foreign counterparts, it was revealed that 
these addresses were linked to a cluster of crypto-asset addresses, which were themselves connected 
to two darknet sites selling child pornography. 
Analysis criteria and warning signs: 
 w Transfers of small amounts to platforms selling and trading crypto-assets.
 w Crypto-asset addresses linked to the sale of child pornography identified by the partner FIU.
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Reporting corruption: adapting investigative 
resources to local, national and international 
issues

The Corruption Perceptions Index, published in 2021 by the NGO 
Transparency International, ranked France 22nd out of 180 countries 
and regions, a stable position it has held over the last ten years.17 
According to the ANR, bribery is one of the main threats that France 
faces in relation to money laundering. Illegal income generated by 
these practices may be laundered in France or through the French 
financial system. France in particu-
lar is exposed to active and passive 
bribery, laundering of the proceeds 
of national corruption by means 
of international transactions, as 
well as the laundering in France of 
the proceeds of bribery offences 
committed abroad (in particular 
through the acquisition of pro-
perty). Along with bribery, the 
notion of corruption also covers 
influence peddling, extortion by 
public officials, unlawful taking 
of interest, misappropriation of 
public funds and favouritism.18 In 
France, the Anti-Corruption Agency 
(AFA), created by the Transparency, 
Anti-Corruption and Economic 
Modernisation Act of 9 December 2016, seeks to bolster integrity and 
honesty in economic spheres and government departments by hel-
ping individuals and legal entities to prevent and detect corruption. 
The agency is also a key partner of Tracfin in performing this mission. 

The Unit constantly monitors the elements of corruption, such as 
active or passive bribery, bribery committed by public or private 
stakeholders, and the misappropriation of public funds in France or 
abroad.19

Since April 2021, Tracfin has had an investigation unit speciali-
sing in corruption cases within the Economic and Financial Crime 
 Department. 

17. Transparency International, Corruption Perceptions Index 2021, January 2022.
18. These ideas are expounded in the AFA glossary.
19. Tracfin, Tracfin 2020: Operations and Analysis Report, 2020, pp. 26-36.
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The notification reports submitted by Tracfin in 2021 were primarily 
based on STRs received from banks (55%) and official reports from 
foreign counterparts (15%). 87.5% of cases submitted in 2021 received 
feedback from the courts:20 of these, 86% are in the registration stage, 
7% in the preliminary investigation stage, and 7% were referred to the 
criminal court.

20. This data is sourced from information transmitted by the courts relating to the 
progress made on Tracfin’s reports. How the facts are classified may change during 
the course of the judicial investigation and based on feedback provided by the 
courts to Tracfin.

Legal case no. 1
Elected official suspected of passive bribery 
and money laundering under investigation

In October 2019, Tracfin notified the 
courts of considerably large transfers 
(over €150,000) in and out of the 
bank accounts of a mayor of 
town with a population of 
over 30,000. 
These flows reported 
to the FIU by a bank 
were introduced into 
a financial network, 
passing through the 
personal accounts of 
the elected official, 
those of a deputy, and 
the accounts of several 
sports non-profit organisations 
in the town. After the judicial inves-
tigation, the origin of these sums 

was identified thanks to a develo-
per  working on a major commercial 

property development planned 
in the town of the mayor in 

question. Payments were 
made to the accounts of 

the identified non-pro-
fits, under the guise 
of subsidies to sup-
port local life, before 
the amounts were 

sent, for no justifiable 
reason, to the mayor 

to fund his lifestyle. In 
February 2021, the major 

was placed under investigation 
for alleged acts of passive bribery 
and money laundering.
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Suspected corruption offences examined by Tracfin widely vary in 
severity. The cases with an international dimension generally involve 
money laundering in France of the proceeds of bribery or of the 
misappropriation of public funds committed abroad, or the bribery 
of foreign public officials. The issues of corruption on a national scale 
relate to the exposure of politically exposed persons (PEP) faced with 
risks of favouritism, influence peddling and the  misappropriation of 
public funds. 

Legal case no. 2
Conviction of a French former senior official for laundering 
the proceeds of tax evasion, strongly suspected of bribery

In 2017, the French Financial Prosecu-
tor’s Office (PNF) opened a prelimi-
nary investigation based on Tracfin’s 
report concerning the payment of a 
commission of nearly $7.5m by a 
foreign company to a French 
senior official with close 
ties to the President of 
the country where the 
company operated. 
This amount, paid 
into an account linked 
to a company registe-
red in a tax haven, had 
not been declared to 
the French tax authorities.
At the same time, media out-
lets reported suspected bribery 
in awarding a procurement contract, 
committed by the company in ques-
tion, and the key role of the senior 
official in the affair. 

However, the PNF was unable to 
extend its investigation to sus-
pected corruption, as influence 
peddling by a foreign public offi-

cial was not at the time puni-
shable under French law. 

The French former senior 
official was tried at 

a guilty plea (CRPC) 
hearing for aggra-
vated laundering 
of the proceeds of 
tax evasion and the 

misuse of corporate 
assets. In this respect, 

he was handed down a 
suspended prison sentence 

and €1m was seized. 
Previously, he had paid €4.9m to the 
tax authorities by settlement pur-
suant to Article L.247 of the Book of 
Tax Procedures.
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Legal case no. 3
Conviction for concealment of the misappropriation 
of public funds and complicity in concealment as part 
of a guilty plea

Tracfin notified the courts of the 
facts concerning the President 
of the National Assembly 
of an African state who 
was suspected of having 
invested, in France, 
the proceeds of the 
misappropriation of 
public funds, an act 
committed while per-
forming his official 
duties. 
With these funds, he 
bought four properties in 
the Paris region for a total cost 
of €2.97 million.

The PNF approved three prior entry 
of a guilty plea proceedings for 

the individuals under inves-
tigation in this case. Fol-

lowing these procee-
dings, the parties under 
investigation were 
convicted of conceal-
ment of the misap-
propriation of public 

funds and complicity 
in concealment, with 

sentences ranging from a 
three to twelve month sus-

pended prison sentences and 
from €25,000 to €300,000 in fines.

Less conspicuous and given less media exposure than other cases of 
“high-severity” bribery, smaller-scale financial corruption is still no 
less of a threat to the integrity and transparency of democratic and 
economic life. These acts may relate to isolated cases (e.g. an indivi-
dual wanting to obtain a favour for a building permit) or involve local 
public figures in positions of responsibility. 

Irrespective of whether Tracfin uncovers evidence of an underlying 
criminal offence, the cases submitted for money laundering may, fol-
lowing judicial investigation, result in the identification of additional 
offences and seizures of funds.
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Suspected misappropriation of public funds by a local 
elected official

Mr X

Company A

Elected official

1

2
3

Municipality L

60 k€

Mr X’s spouse
town council
employee

Mayor of Municipality L

Non-existent service?

Mr X’s
personal accounts

€30k

Bank card
payments

Cash withdrawals

€10k

€20k

Early repayment
of loans and financing
of construction work

Close political ties

Hires

– Business sector vulnerable to fraud
– Newly created
– No payroll records

Manages

!

Source of report(s): banks
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): public prosecutor’s office at a court of justice
1. Mr X was the Chair and sole shareholder of Company A, a French simplified joint-stock corporation 
with a sole shareholder (SASU) specialising in training and consulting in the education sector. This 
newly created company had no payroll record. Mr X also held several elected positions within local 
authorities (region and average-sized municipality) and was the head of the youth service of a small 
neighbouring municipality.
2. Over two years, the accounts of Company A were credited with €80,000, €60,000 of which came 
from Municipality L. The mayor of the municipality belonged to the same political party as Mr X. Mr 
X’s wife was employed in this town’s council. The funds paid by Municipality L were intended to pay 
for services provided under the guise of a service agreement. Municipality L’s mayor was suspected 
of misappropriating public funds on the grounds of having paid public funds to Company A for a 
non-existent service. 
3. The money received by Company A was transferred to Mr X’s personal accounts (€30,000) and (i) 
either spent through bank card payments (€10,000) at stores that seemingly were unrelated to Com-
pany A’s business activity or (ii) withdrawn in cash (€20,000). An analysis of Mr X’s personal accounts 
also revealed early repayments on mortgage loans (€60,000) using the funds received and personal 
expenditure relating to works and fixtures and fittings (€40,000). Mr X is suspected of misuse of com-
pany assets to the detriment of his company, and of concealment of misappropriation of public 
funds organised by the mayor of Municipality L. 
Analysis criteria and warning signs: 
 w Mr X was an elected official.
 w Mr X did not respond to the repeated requests from his bank to provide supporting documenta-

tion to allay any doubt of a potential irregularity in Company A winning a procurement contract.
 w suspicion of the reporting entity substantiated by open source information collected that calls the 

integrity of Mr X into question.
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Legal case no. 4
Discovery of a case involving laundering the proceeds 
of undocumented labour and tax evasion, 
misuse of company assets, bribery and favouritism

In 2018, Tracfin sent the courts a noti-
fication report relating to a French 
company that paid €1.6 million into 
its bank account despite having no 
declared business in the pre-
vious year. The company, 
that transferred the 
funds to accounts held 
in China, Turkey and 
Belgium, submitted no 
customs declaration 
that could relate to 
the import of goods.
The judicial investiga-
tion uncovered a money 
laundering network for-
med of six companies that 
used bank accounts to transfer €32 
million in under three years between 
France and the aforementioned 
countries, with no economic justifica-
tion. In exchange for collecting these 
funds, the French companies received 
cash used to provide wages to undo-
cumented workers, for the personal 

use of the companies’ managers, and 
to pay commission for winning pro-
curement contracts. The financial 
flows also meant that the companies 

supplying the funds could artifi-
cially shrink their income by 

increasing their expendi-
ture through payments 
of fake invoices for 
services. It is for these 
reasons that the mana-
gers of these compa-
nies were under inves-

tigation for laundering 
the proceeds of undo-

cumented labour, misuse 
of company assets, bribery, 

favouritism and tax evasion.
Searches undertaken as part of the 
investigation resulted in the seizure 
of €443,000 in cash, jewellery, top-
of-the-range vehicles and over three 
tonnes of hookah tobacco. €2.7 mil-
lion was also seized from the bank 
accounts.
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Global recognition of Tracfin’s role in detecting acts 
of bribery committed by foreign public officials

On 9 December 2021, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) adopted France’s Phase 4 Monitoring 
Report in respect of the implementation of the OECD Convention on 
Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business 
Transactions.21

Since Phase 3 was launched in 2012, France 
has undertaken major legislative and ins-
titutional reforms and made remarkable 
progress in enforcing the foreign bribery 
offence.22 The report welcomes the signi-
ficant increase in the number of investiga-
tions opened and cases resolved in France 
for foreign bribery, with 14 cases resolved 
since 2012 resulting in 19 individuals and 23 
legal persons being sanctioned.

The report underscores the significant role 
that Tracfin plays as the main detection 
source of the foreign bribery cases handled 
by the courts in France: the Unit’s reports 
have, according to assessors, led to the ope-
ning of at least 14 investigations in which 
suspicions of foreign bribery or money laun-
dering predicated on foreign bribery have 
emerged (i.e. 17% of the 82 cases of foreign 
bribery or money laundering predicated on 
foreign bribery opened since 2013).23 Trac-
fin’s detection capabilities were stepped 
up by regularly adapting the provisions of 
the French Monetary and Financial Code 
to AML-CFT risks, in particular by broadening the scope of reporting 
entities, further enforcing due diligence obligations for transactions 
to and from countries at high risk from AML-CFT issues and expanding 
Tracfin’s skillset in the right to discovery and cooperation, whether 
national – particularly with AFA – or international – with its foreign 
counterparts.

21. Implementation of the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign 
Public Officials, Phase 4 Report, OECD, adopted on 9 December 2021. 
22. The Sapin II Act (2016), elimination of the monopoly of the public prosecu-
tor’s office over initiating prosecution procedures, clarification of the scope of the 
foreign public official bribery offence, significant increase in the size of the criminal 
sanctions imposed on natural and legal persons, introduction of the convention judi-
ciaire d’intérêt public (CJIP – French equivalent of deferred prosecution agreement), 
establishment of AFA and whistleblower protection.
23. Paragraph 54 of the aforementioned report.
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UNCOVERING FRAUD
AGAINST THE PUBLIC PURSE 

AND ASSISTING 
WITH RECOVERY

Combating fraud against the public purse addresses a need for eco-
nomic effectiveness and social justice.24 The French Constitutio-
nal Council also acknowledged that fraud prevention was a consti-
tutional necessity.25 Taken broadly, fraud against the public purse is 
understood to mean fraudulent abuse of a system involving public 
funds. It covers not only tax evasion, social security fraud and customs 
fraud but also abuse of publicly funded support schemes (business 
and employment support) and tax relief schemes (energy transition 
support, investment incentives).

In 2009, combating fraud against the public purse came into Trac-
fin’s remit. Ever since, it has become one of the Unit’s key missions, 
resulting in the creation of an anti-fraud department. The various 
assignments undertaken by this department help Tracfin to step up 
its efforts to combat fraud against the public purse that in 2020 and 
2021 took the form of an increase in the presumed amounts at stake 
set out in the disclosures following Tracfin’s investigations (see “Statis-
tical Overview”, p. 140).

In 2021, its work shed light on the four following trends: 

 h Continuing – and even increasing – individual training account 
fraud, opening the way for fraudsters, who have adapted to the 
system enhanced in late 2020, to utilise new methods of fraud.

 h Continued focus on the abuse of emergency schemes intro-
duced in light of the COVID-19 crisis, in particular the short-time 
working benefits scheme, the Solidarity Fund, and, to a lesser 
extent, government-backed loans. Tracfin noted that this fraud 
continued into 2021, even if the volumes and total amounts at 
stake were smaller than in 2020.

24. Government Audit Office, La lutte contre les fraudes aux prestations sociales, 
September 2020 (in French only), p. 7.
25. Constitutional Council decision no. 2010-622 DC of 28 December 2010, recital 
on expenditure.
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 h Constant monitoring of government support schemes, including 
the most special-purpose sector-specific schemes such as the 
National Fund for Long-Term Employment in the Entertainment 
Industry (FONPEPS), the bonus for acquiring a low-emission 
vehicle or the car-scrapping bonus.

 h Following on from data leaks uncovering organised offshore 
financing intended for tax avoidance, continued efforts by Trac-
fin to actively identify stakeholders and beneficial owners of 
these networks. 

At Tracfin, fraud against the public purse is handled by the Fraud 
Department (DLCF) which also deals with tax evasion, social fraud and 
customs fraud, as well as the identification of organised networks for 
the misappropriation and laundering of public funds. While it inte-
racts with government departments on a priority basis, chiefly the 
tax authorities, the DLCF also plays a dual role: one involving close 
collaboration with the Inter-Ministerial Task Force on Anti-Fraud Coor-
dination (MICAF), and the other sending reports to the courts. The 
department also actively cooperates in the field of intelligence within 
the “tax intelligence” task force. 

COURTS

DCPJ COURTS
OF JUSTICE

DOUANES
JUDICIAIRES

SEJF

INTELLIGENCE

TFRF
DNRED
DNEF

CNCTR

CNRLTDAJJ

*Excluding intelligence units.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS*

ASP MICAF

CDC PNCEE DGFIP
DNEF

DGDDI DREETS

SOCIAL SECURITY BODIES

CNAV

PÔLE EMPLOI

MSA

ACOSS

CNAMTS

CNAF

DLCF
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Individual training account (CPF) fraud: 
an increasing phenomenon that developed 
as the system was enhanced 

As part of its work to combat fraud against the public purse, Tracfin 
continued in 2021 to closely monitor individual training account fraud 
identified in 2020.26 This fraud spread in 2021 in line with changes to 
the system.

26. Tracfin, Tracfin 2020 Operations and Analysis Report, pp. 44-46.
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INDIVIDUAL TRAINING ACCOUNT (CPF)

The individual training account (CPF), which 
resulted from the vocational training reform that 
came into effect on 1 January 201527, allows any 
person in the labour force to acquire training 
rights that can be exercised throughout their 
working life. Since 1 January 2019, using the digi-
tal application www.moncompteformation.gouv.
fr, people in the labour force have been provided 
with an annual amount of €500 on their CPF to 
receive training, and can receive a maximum of 

€5,000 in total. CPFs are topped up every year by employers, skills operators (OPCO), the natio-
nal employment agency (Pôle emploi) or regional authorities. The accounts are administered 
directly by the Pensions and Solidarity Directorate (DRS) of the Caisse des Depots et Consigna-
tions (CDC) which is tasked with financing the training costs by paying the training organisa-
tions directly. On 30 September 2021, the CDC released the following key figures28: 38.8 million 
people have a CPF, with an average amount per CPF of €1,500; over 23,600 training organisa-
tions are involved; and 2.86 million applications had been approved since November 2019, 
representing an expenditure of €3.7 billion.

In summer 2020, Tracfin was notified in several reports of fraud in the 
application of the CPF system29. For the most part, fraud cases invol-
ved identity theft, facilitated by loopholes in the system. The CPF, 
once set up, could be viewed and used just by entering the indivi-
dual’s social security number and the password set when registering. 
Methods of fraud included the organisation of bogus training courses 
with the theft of the CPF beneficiary’s identity (potentially in compli-
city) to ensure that CPF funds were released. The funds would then 
be promptly transferred to third-party accounts held in France or 
abroad, or withdrawn in cash. They were also used to buy consumer 
goods, including electronic and IT equipment and telephony items 
that were either distributed or resold for cash.

27. Pursuant to Act no. 2014-288 of 5 March 2014 on vocational training, employ-
ment and social democracy.
28. Figures announced in March 2021 by Michel Yahiel, Director of Social Policies, 
and Laurent Durain, Director of Vocational Training, at the Caisse des Depots during 
an interview with Capital. www.capital.fr/votre-carriere/compte-personnel-de-for-
mation-arnaques-aide-de-pole-emploi-le-bilan-de-la-caisse-des-depots-1397089 (in 
French only).
29. Tracfin, Tracfin 2020 Operations and Analysis Report, pp. 44-46.
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In 2021, Tracfin noted continuing CPF fraud, which has even adapted 
to the enhanced system that now uses the France Connect portal to 
provide stronger authentication30 and minimise identity theft risks. 
CPF fraud is now carried out in many different forms: registration of 
several people from the same network for bogus training courses or 
courses not actually taken; solicitation and providing incentives to 
register with kickbacks for CPF beneficiary trainees in the form of 
gifts, prepaid cards and sponsorship commission. 

The profile of fraudsters has diversified. The scheme draws in many 
financial criminals and in particular, along with opportunistic frauds-
ters acting on their own behalf, organised crime networks including 
criminal businesspeople who are known to operate in white certifi-
cate (CEE) fraud. 

Tracfin urges reporting entities to be particularly vigilant with regard 
to: 

 h companies that have been set up recently or have recently regis-
tered either a change in business activity to in-service training for 
adults or a change in manager/partners;

 h managers/partners with no particular qualifications for training 
adults and who have no declared employees;

 h a company that has its registered address with a service provi-
der and does not have any training premises (or training-related 
expenses);

 h a boom in turnover for a short period, due solely or mainly to 
transfers from the CDC under the individual training account 
scheme;

 h quick fund transfers while maintaining an account balance of 
close to zero.

Debit flows must also be closely examined when they: 

 h are unrelated to the training activity (transfers to third-party 
countries with a discrepancy in business activity, to foreign 
accounts opened with mobile-only banks);

 h are sent exclusively or mainly to the manager, partners or their 
family members;

 h are sent to call centres (in France or abroad);

 h are used to purchase consumer goods that are unrelated to 
the business conducted or, if the connection exists, that are in 
amounts surpassing expected needs given knowledge of the cus-
tomer;

 h do not include any payment of consideration, whether to 
employees or in respect of outsourced services.

30. France Connect is an identification and authentication system based on digital 
identity providers that grants online access to government services for everyone.
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Amounts at stake (in € millions)

Number of STRs relating to potential CPF fraud

7.8

43.2

10

116

51

2020 2021

2020 2021

Total amount at stake

Change in 2020/2021
The number of STRs
relating to potential
CPF fraud was eleven
times greater in 2021
than in 2021 

Change in 2020/2021
Total financial
amounts at stake
increased between
2020 and 2021 

Tracfin’s close monitoring of the situation meant that between 2020 
and 2021, 20 cases on the matter were submitted to the courts, consti-
tuting a total amount at stake of €51 million, i.e. €2.5 million per case. 
The Unit saw a resurgence in CPF fraud cases in 2021: the number of 
reports to the courts in 2021 went up threefold versus 2020 (15 in 
2021 compared to 5 in 2020), and the total financial amount at stake 
increased more than fivefold from €7.8 million to €43.2 million.

Amounts at stake (in € millions)

Number of STRs relating to potential CPF fraud

7.8

43.2

10

116

51

2020 2021

2020 2021

Total amount at stake

Change in 2020/2021
The number of STRs
relating to potential
CPF fraud was eleven
times greater in 2021
than in 2021 

Change in 2020/2021
Total financial
amounts at stake
increased between
2020 and 2021 
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Several of these cases resulted in criminal seizures for a total amount 
of €3.5 million. Out of the 20 cases sent, ten31 reveal a number of par-
ticularly structured fraudster networks that serve organised criminal 
groups. These cases represent a total amount at stake of €41.2 million.

31. Five in 2020 and five in 2021.
32. Tracfin, Tracfin 2020 Operations and Analysis Report, p. 46.

2020 2021 Total

Number of disclosures made 
to courts 5 15 20

Total amount at stake €7.8m €43.2m €51m

Average amount at stake €1.5m €2.8m €2.5m

The increase in the number of cases submitted by Tracfin is attributed 
to a significant increase in the number of STRs relating to  CPF fraud 
cases versus 2020: 116 compared to 10, an almost twelvefold increase 
over a year. This increase is proof of heightened due diligence by 
reporting entities and is attributed in particular to awareness-raising 
initiatives organised by the Unit, that sent a fact sheet to the repor-
ting entities. At the same time, Tracfin continued to work with the 
CDC to curb such fraud by exchanging operational information on 
the organisations involved.32
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CPF fraud involving a structured money laundering network
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Source of report(s): banks and government departments
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): public prosecutor’s office at a court of justice
1. Company A, specialising in in-service training for adults, was managed by Mr X. Created in Sep-
tember 2020, the company had no declared employees. On the basis of false proof of trainee docu-
mentation, the company received over €8 million from the CDC in respect of the CPF scheme. 
2. A significant portion of the amounts received by Company A for CPF was transferred to individuals 
and legal entities associated with Mr X, comprising construction and consulting firms (€1 million), 
a non-profit organisation chaired by Mr X’s brother (€3 million) and two of Mr X’s family members 
(€200,000). Some of the funds paid into the non-profit’s account were used by Mr X’s brother to 
purchase vehicles and luxury watches. Lastly, €300,000 received by Company A for the CPF scheme 
was transferred to individuals registered as trainees of the company that had initially requested the 
CPF payments. 
3. In 2021, the CDC blocked payments to Company A under the CPF scheme given strong suspicions 
of fraud on the grounds of false proof of trainee documentation and the exceptionally rapid growth 
of the company’s business given its recent incorporation. The CDC was also granted authorisation to 
withdraw Company A’s training licence. 
4. Following the withdrawal of this licence, Mr X tried to claim an additional €6 million from the CDC 
under the CPF scheme through a newly created structure, Company B, which was domiciled at the 
same address as Company A. In any case, the CDC blocked these funds. 
The notification report submitted by Tracfin to the courts resulted in the seizure of over €2 million by 
the Agency for the Management and Recovery of Seized and Confiscated Assets (AGRASC). 
Analysis criteria and warning signs: 
 w The vocational training sector, a particular focal point for the Unit.
 w Stakeholders known for white certificate fraud and drug trafficking.
 w Funds derived from fraudulent activities that have been partially seized.
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Fraudulent use of emergency schemes 
introduced to manage the COVID-19 
crisis continued into 2021

The fraud related to short-time working, the Solidarity Fund and 
government-backed loans observed in 202033 continued into 2021. 
Some fraudsters even abused several of these schemes at the same 
time. 

In 2021, Tracfin submitted more than 50 cases to the courts concer-
ning the fraudulent abuse of the following schemes: 

 h short-time working benefits scheme: 36 reports, for a total 
amount at stake of €11.5 million;

 h the Solidarity Fund: 9 reports, for a total amount at stake of 
€964,200;

 h government-backed loans: 7 reports, for a total amount at stake 
of €3.8 million.

To facilitate the suspension of payments in the event of a quick 
removal of funds, Tracfin has also sent the tax authorities 107 noti-
fication reports concerning the Solidarity Fund for a total amount at 
stake of €8 million and collaborated with the Services and Payments 
Agency (ASP), the organisation responsible for disbursing  short-time 
working benefits, on 172 cases totalling €16 million.

In addition, on several occasions Tracfin exercised its right of opposi-
tion, pursuant to Article L.561-24 of the French Monetary and Finan-
cial Code on transactions suspected of fraud in connection with the 
government’s economic support measures. This right allows Tracfin to 
object to suspicious pending financial transactions based on an STR, 
or information received from an authority or a foreign counterpart.

33. Tracfin, Tracfin 2020 Operations and Analysis Report, pp. 38-42. Tracfin, Money 
laundering and terrorist financing risk associated with the health and economic 
 crisis of the COVID-19 pandemic, 5 June 2020. 
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Legal case no. 5
Convictions handed down to three accused parties found 
guilty of short-time working scheme fraud

In November 2021, two individuals 
and one company were convicted by 
the courts for organised fraud and 
money laundering against the French 
government. The three accused par-
ties were at the heart of a network 
established to misappropriate 
hundreds of thousands of 
euros with false short-
time working declara-
tions and an interna-
tional money launde-
ring system.
Particularly geared to 
address the risks of 
fraud against govern-
ment assistance sche-
mes introduced to deal 
with the economic conse-
quences of the COVID-19 crisis, 
Tracfin issues reports that initiate 
judicial investigations and result in 
sentencing.
These reports, submitted to the 
courts between September and 
October 2020, follow STRs sent 
by several banks in which suspi-
cious large financial flows had been 
 identified. 
The first accused party was sen-
tenced to five years’ imprisonment 

and a life-time ban from carrying 
on a trading or industrial occupa-
tion. This party will no longer be 
able to manage, administrate or 
control a company in those sectors. 
The second accused party was sen-

tenced to six months’ house 
arrest under electronic 

supervision, and to pay a 
fine of €5,000. 

The legal entity (a 
limited liability com-
pany under French 
law) was sentenced to 
pay a fine of €60,000. 

In addition to these 
sentences, the court 

acceded to the request for 
a confiscation order for more 

than €135,000, a vehicle and luxury 
items.
Faced with the complexity of the 
cross-border money laundering 
network established in Germany, 
Belgium and Morocco, this case 
required international cooperation 
between the investigation depart-
ments and their foreign counter-
parts that in particular enabled the 
emergency seizure of funds held in 
Belgian bank accounts.
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OVERVIEW OF FRAUD CASES UNCOVERED BY TRACFIN IN 2020

 → The increase in short-time working fraud was spurred by the streamlining of the eligibi-
lity conditions for support benefits, disbursed on the basis of information provided online. 
Thanks to the warning given by Tracfin in summer 2020, the scheme was recast to prevent 
an exponential increase in this fraud with the following measures: extension of the timeline 
for approving applications from 48 hours to 15 days, data visualisation to pinpoint suspi-
cious applications, a watch list of companies, and a downstream on-site documentary audit 
by teams from the Ministry for Labour. 

 → Solidarity Fund fraud involved dormant businesses that were not eligible for the scheme 
or did not have any particular financial difficulties. The eligibility criterion for the Solida-
rity Fund is still complicated to understand, particularly with respect to checking whether 
businesses meet the loss-of-turnover requirement when they did not comply with their tax 
obligations. 

 → The government-backed loan (PGE) scheme seemed to be better protected from fraud 
thanks to major awareness-raising and increased accountability initiatives for lending banks 
that could rely on a thorough understanding of their customers. However, there are still risks 
concerning the lack of conditions for disbursement of the money or regulation of its end 
use. Although Tracfin uncovered cases of PGE fraud, the extent of the scheme’s vulnerabi-
lity can only be properly assessed when repayment is due, i.e. June 2024.34

OVERVIEW OF WARNING SIGNS REPORTED 
BY TRACFIN IN 2020

 → The companies receiving support scheme benefits has been reactivated after having been 
dormant. 

 → The benefits received are not used for the companies’ business or are followed by interna-
tional transfers to individuals or companies domiciled abroad.

 → Fake or stolen documents are used to receive benefits in the place of another company.

 → The companies have no financial difficulties warranting the awarding of support. 

 → The company has not declared any employees or paid any wages (short-time working).

 → The amount of benefit received does not seem to match the number of employees declared 
by the company (short-time working). 

34. From March 2022 for the first repayments due on loans. The PGE scheme initially slated to end on 
1 January 2022 was extended for another six months. The last PGE repayments will therefore be made no 
later than 30 June 2024. 
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Exercise of the right of opposition resulting in the actual 
seizure of proceeds from Solidarity Fund fraud
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Source of report(s): banks
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): public prosecutor’s office at a court of justice
1. In less than a year, the bank accounts of Ms A, the manager – with autoentrepreneur status – of a 
cleaning and concierge service company (Company A), were credited with several payments from the 
DGFiP under the Solidarity Fund scheme. 
2. An analysis of the Company’s bank accounts revealed that there was no turnover generated, in 
contradiction with the information that the manager declared in the completed applications for 
support. 
3. The company’s manager withdrew some of the amount received in cash and used it for personal 
expenses, paid by bank card. She also made a wire transfer request to a bank account opened in the 
name of a lawyer domiciled in a Gulf State. 
4. Tracfin exercised its right of opposition to this transfer and sent all the information at its disposal 
to the courts. The case resulted in an actual criminal seizure of €190,000 and the DGFiP suspended 
the payment of €200,000 that was to be disbursed under the Solidarity Fund scheme. 
5. Based on these grounds, the public prosecutor’s office handling the case handed the manager a 
prison sentence for fraud, money laundering and the concealment of the proceeds of fraud. The 
manager was also ordered to repay the amounts unduly paid to her under the Solidarity Fund scheme. 
Analysis criteria and warning signs: 
 w Ms A’s bank debit activity was not consistent with the amounts credited into her account under 

the Solidarity Fund scheme.
 w An attempt was made to transfer the unduly disbursed funds to a financial market with a high risk 

of money laundering.
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Unscrupulous networks exploiting 
and combining loopholes across all publicly 
funded support schemes, including those 
with specific purposes

Tracfin has noted that fraudsters do not stop at targeting just one 
publicly funded support scheme, but rather any that could be misap-

propriated, including the ones 
with the most specific purposes. In 
this respect, Tracfin keeps a close 
eye on the various public support 
schemes introduced by the French 
government so as to anticipate 
misappropriation risks and quickly 
raise awareness of potential misap-
propriation cases among reporting 
entities.

Tracfin’s review of the France 
Relance recovery plan35 from a 
potential fraud standpoint led to 
the identification of two measures 
that have their risks: the bonus for 
acquiring a low-emission vehicle 
and the car-scrapping bonus. The 

two schemes were the subject of a report detailing how ineligible 
companies managed to receive subsidies by using intermediary struc-
tures and false declarations. 

The funds received were used for personal expenditure or transferred 
to accounts domiciled outside of France.

The ecological and car-scrapping bonus

The ecological bonus allows beneficiaries to receive subsidies to pur-
chase or lease a new electric or plug-in hybrid vehicle emitting no 
more than 50 g CO2/km. The scheme is not income dependent and 
the bonus is subject to other eligibility criteria such as the type of 
vehicle, registration in France and the vehicle’s condition and mileage. 
The maximum amount awarded is €6,000 for a car and €7,000 for a 
van. This amount is based on the price of the vehicle and the appli-
cant type (individual or legal entity).

35. France Relance press kit, 3 September 2020. www.economie.gouv.fr/files/files/
directions_services/plan-de-relance/annexe-fiche-mesures.pdf (in French only).

http://www.economie.gouv.fr/files/files/directions_services/plan-de-relance/annexe-fiche-mesures.pdf
http://www.economie.gouv.fr/files/files/directions_services/plan-de-relance/annexe-fiche-mesures.pdf
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Ecological and car-scrapping bonus fraud committed 
within a criminal network
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1. This information was acquired by Tracfin through its cooperation with its foreign counterparts in European coun-
tries, where some of the bank accounts were domiciled.

Source of report(s): payment institutions and electronic money institutions
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): public prosecutor’s office at a court of justice
1. Companies A, B and C, which were recently formed and operated in the vehicle trade, received 
€900,000 from the Services and Payments Agency (ASP). These transactions were the repayment 
of the amounts of the car-scrapping and ecological bonus advanced by these companies for the 
benefit of their customers when they purchased a non-polluting vehicle from them. The observed 
credit flows into the bank accounts of these three companies solely comprised the ASP repayments 
and did not constitute any transaction relating to vehicle sales. When making repayment claims, the 
three companies provided the ASP with false information, such as the contact details of the vehicle 
owners. The companies also used common IP addresses, a further indication of them conducting 
operations within a network. 
2. A portion of the subsidies received was used for expenses that did not align with the companies’ 
business, notably the purchase of nitrous oxide cylinders and cash withdrawals. Another portion was 
transferred to bank accounts domiciled in Europe and opened with online banks. 
3. The vehicles in question were also the subject of identical repayment claims under the ecological 
bonus scheme, for a total amount of €10,000. These claims originate from other structures operating 
in the automobile trade. Tracfin noted that the structures were managed by individuals that were all 
part of the same network of companies.1

Some of the structures under examination were also known to the Unit for having requested govern-
ment support under the Solidarity Fund scheme. They were however ineligible. 
Analysis criteria and warning signs: 
 w Disbursement system for a publicly funded support scheme.
 w Recently created companies operating in a sector at risk of money laundering.
 w No transactions relating to vehicle sales.
 w Transfer of a portion of the funds disbursed by the ASP into bank accounts domiciled in Europe.
 w Use of another portion of the funds that was inconsistent with the companies’ business.
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The car-scrapping bonus is a subsidy granted for the purchase or lease 
of a new or used vehicle in exchange for the scrapping of a previously 
owned vehicle. This scheme is income dependent, and subject to 
several eligibility criteria including the type of vehicle and registration 
in France. The maximum subsidy amount is €3,000 for the purchase of 
an internal-combustion vehicle and €5,000 for the purchase of an 
electric or plug-in hybrid model. The ecological and car-scrapping 
bonuses can be obtained in conjunction with each other.

The subsidy is disbursed by the ASP 
and may be directly deducted by 
the car dealer who has advanced 
the subsidy for their client. The 
vehicle’s new owner may also pay 
the full price and proceed with the 
reimbursement process with the 
ASP themself. 

In addition to the measures 
included in the France Relance 
recovery plan, fraudsters have no 
scruples about targeting very sec-
tor-specific schemes, identifying 
their loopholes and using them. 
This was the case for the National 
Fund for Long-Term Employment 
in the Entertainment Industry 

(FONPEPS), which was the subject of a Tracfin report in 2021. 

Set up in 2016, FONPEPS is the first fund to actively support employ-
ment in the live and recorded entertainment industry. The fund 
receives €90 million a year, and is available to entertainment compa-
nies and public establishments, as well as the performers and techni-
cians they hire. 

Since Decree no. 2019-1011 of 1 October 2019, FONPEPS has been a 
support scheme (in the form of grants) for the employment of indi-
viduals in the entertainment industry on a permanent or fixed-term 
basis36. The amount of the grant depends on the type and term of 
the contract entered into. The fund is financed by the French govern-
ment so that it can provide eligible applicants with support until 
31 December 2022. Applications for the support scheme must be sub-
mitted to the ASP, and the grant is paid out every three months or at 
the contract’s expiry date if its term is less than three months. 

36. Since Decree no. 2019-1011 of 1 October 2019, this single grant for employment on 
a permanent or fixed-term basis was replaced by four initial measures from FONPEPS:
– first-employee hiring subsidy (APS);
– bonus for long-term employment of employees in the entertainment industry 
(PEPSS);
– hiring subsidy for young graduate artists (AJAD);
– long-term contract bonus (PCLD).
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FONPEPS scheme fraud on the basis of false declarations
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Source of report(s): payment institutions
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): public prosecutor’s office at a court of justice
1. Companies A, B and C, operating in the entertainment industry, along with a personal business 
(Company D), were managed by Mr X and had not declared any employees to the Union for the Col-
lection of Social Security Contributions and Family Allowances (URSSAF). 
FONPEPS subsidy applications were submitted for Companies A, B, C and D through non-profit orga-
nisations in the arts sector that had no ties with the manager of the companies in question. The 
account numbers given in the application forms completed in the name of the non-profits corres-
pond to those of Companies A, B, C and D and not to the non-profits themselves. In addition, it was 
revealed that the identities of the employees mentioned in the subsidy applications were false, as 
these non-profits had at no point declared to the URSSAF that they had employees.
2. Over five months, Companies A, B, C and D received a total of €700,000 in publicly funded subsi-
dies under the FONPEPS scheme, even though they were ineligible to do so as they had not declared 
any employees to the URSSAF. 
3. The subsidies received were used for personal purposes by the manager of the companies under 
investigation (expenses paid for by bank card and repayment of personal loans). 
Analysis criteria and warning signs: 
 w Publicly funded support scheme.
 w Declarations submitted to URSSAF (no employees declared) at odds with the award of the FONPEPS 

subsidies.
 w The manager’s use of the subsidies for personal purposes.
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International tax evasion: identifying offshore 
finance stakeholders to help combat tax 
avoidance

Tax avoidance revolves around the transfer of assets to another 
country where the tax regime is more beneficial, and in particular to 
tax havens37. Tax avoidance has elements of tax evasion and aggres-
sive tax planning38:

 h tax avoidance covers all transactions intended to reduce the 
amount of the instalments payable by the taxpayer and whose 
legality is dubious;

 h aggressive tax planning involves the taxpayer selecting, from all 
legal options, the choice with the seemingly lightest tax burden. 
This practice is legal;

 h tax evasion, as set out in Article 1741 of the French General Tax 
Code, entails a deliberate and knowing violation of applicable 
law.

While tax avoidance and aggres-
sive tax planning are tricky to put 
a number on, the Minister Delegate 
for Public Accounts presented the 
2021 results of the fight against 
tax evasion in March 202239, with 
€13.4 billion of adjustments noti-
fied to individuals and companies 
and €10.7 billion received as a result 
of tax audits. 

With taxation being a sovereign 
competence and a tool for eco-
nomic attractiveness, combating 
tax avoidance requires the enfor-
cement of common international 
and European rules. This would 
give states the opportunity to, for 

37. Tax havens are regions or states that offer preferential structures for financial 
investments. The OECD has set out four factors for identifying tax havens: 
– no or nominal tax on the relevant income;
– lack of transparency;
– lack of effective exchange of information;
– tolerance of shell companies.
38. Government Audit Office, La fraude aux prélèvements obligatoires, November 
2019, p. 10 (in French only). 
39. See press release from the Ministry for the Economy and Finance dated 3 
March 2022 on the review of the fight against tax evasion in 2021. presse.econo-
mie.gouv.fr/03-03-2022-bilan-de-la-lutte-contre-la-fraude-fiscale-les- chiffres-cle-de-
lannee-2021/ (in French only).

https://presse.economie.gouv.fr/03-03-2022-bilan-de-la-lutte-contre-la-fraude-fiscale-les-chiffres-cle-de-lannee-2021/
https://presse.economie.gouv.fr/03-03-2022-bilan-de-la-lutte-contre-la-fraude-fiscale-les-chiffres-cle-de-lannee-2021/
https://presse.economie.gouv.fr/03-03-2022-bilan-de-la-lutte-contre-la-fraude-fiscale-les-chiffres-cle-de-lannee-2021/
https://presse.economie.gouv.fr/03-03-2022-bilan-de-la-lutte-contre-la-fraude-fiscale-les-chiffres-cle-de-lannee-2021/
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 example, come to agreements on challenging banking secrecy, com-
piling an international and European tax haven list, the tax harmo-
nisation of certain rules (on tax rates and bases) and the automated 
exchange of information. In this respect, the EU compiles and regu-
larly updates a list of non-cooperative jurisdictions for tax purposes, 
with a view to pushing them to develop their tax laws and practices 
for the better. The latest list adopted by the Council of the European 
Union on 24 February 202240 is composed of American Samoa, Fiji, 
Guam, Palau, Panama, Samoa, Trinidad and Tobago, US Virgin Islands 
and Vanuatu. 

As part of the review of the Budget Act for 202241, the Ministry for 
the Economy and Finance published a report on combating tax avoi-
dance and evasion across all types of tax and social security contri-
butions42. To more effectively combat fraud, the report recommends 
an approach based on detecting fraudulent behaviour, more effective 
targeting for audits, strengthened legal proceedings for fraud cases, 
the development of resources dedicated to combating certain types 
of fraud – particularly of an international scale – and an improved tax 
collection process subsequent to an audit. 

Data leaks: a vital tool for reporting entities 

In 2021, investigations conducted by the International Consortium of 
Investigative Journalists43 (ICIJ) led to leak of the Pandora Papers. The 
investigation brought to light the use by political leaders and wealthy 
figures of complex arrangements intended to conceal their identity 
as beneficial owners. These arrangements were possible thanks to 
the intermediary roles played by offshore structures established in 
tax havens. The Pandora Papers were the twelfth leak44 of its kind, 
publicly revealing the tax avoidance schemes offered by firms spe-
cialising in the creation of offshore companies. These offshore com-
panies, based in tax havens, allow their beneficiaries to conceal their 

40. See EU list of non-cooperative jurisdictions for tax purposes adopted by the 
Council on 24 February 2022.
41. Budget Act 2021-1900 of 30 December 2021 for 2022.
42. French Ministry for the Economy and Finance, Rapport sur la lutte contre l’éva-
sion fiscale et la fraude en matière d’impositions de toutes natures et de cotisa-
tions sociales – Document de politique transversale dans le cadre du projet de loi de 
finances pour 2022, 2021 (in French only).
43. The International Consortium of Investigative Journalists is a non-profit organi-
sation based in the United States. It has a network of over 200 journalists across 70 
countries. The ICIJ investigations are conducted on the basis of anonymous data 
leaks and information gathered and collated by various journalists working on the 
case. ICIJ was, alongside other parties, the driving force behind the release of the 
Panama Papers, the Pandora Papers, the Lux Leaks and other scandals.
44. Since 2013: Offshore Leaks (2013), China Leaks (2014), Panama Papers (2016), 
Bahamas Leaks (2016), Football Leaks (2016), Money Island (2017), Malta Files (2017), 
Paradise Papers (2017), Dubai Papers (2018), Fincen Files (2020), and OpenLux (2021). 

http://www.google.fr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q&esrc=s&source=web&cd&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj_na66yvz2AhVOyoUKHR98DbkQFnoECAgQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.budget.gouv.fr%2Fdocumentation%2Ffile-download%2F14359&usg=AOvVaw0MY0JWe7WLOJcOx7EB5r43
http://www.google.fr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q&esrc=s&source=web&cd&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj_na66yvz2AhVOyoUKHR98DbkQFnoECAgQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.budget.gouv.fr%2Fdocumentation%2Ffile-download%2F14359&usg=AOvVaw0MY0JWe7WLOJcOx7EB5r43
http://www.google.fr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q&esrc=s&source=web&cd&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj_na66yvz2AhVOyoUKHR98DbkQFnoECAgQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.budget.gouv.fr%2Fdocumentation%2Ffile-download%2F14359&usg=AOvVaw0MY0JWe7WLOJcOx7EB5r43
http://www.google.fr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q&esrc=s&source=web&cd&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj_na66yvz2AhVOyoUKHR98DbkQFnoECAgQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.budget.gouv.fr%2Fdocumentation%2Ffile-download%2F14359&usg=AOvVaw0MY0JWe7WLOJcOx7EB5r43
http://www.google.fr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q&esrc=s&source=web&cd&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj_na66yvz2AhVOyoUKHR98DbkQFnoECAgQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.budget.gouv.fr%2Fdocumentation%2Ffile-download%2F14359&usg=AOvVaw0MY0JWe7WLOJcOx7EB5r43
http://www.google.fr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q&esrc=s&source=web&cd&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj_na66yvz2AhVOyoUKHR98DbkQFnoECAgQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.budget.gouv.fr%2Fdocumentation%2Ffile-download%2F14359&usg=AOvVaw0MY0JWe7WLOJcOx7EB5r43
http://www.google.fr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q&esrc=s&source=web&cd&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj_na66yvz2AhVOyoUKHR98DbkQFnoECAgQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.budget.gouv.fr%2Fdocumentation%2Ffile-download%2F14359&usg=AOvVaw0MY0JWe7WLOJcOx7EB5r43
http://www.google.fr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q&esrc=s&source=web&cd&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj_na66yvz2AhVOyoUKHR98DbkQFnoECAgQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.budget.gouv.fr%2Fdocumentation%2Ffile-download%2F14359&usg=AOvVaw0MY0JWe7WLOJcOx7EB5r43
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 identities using front men and a stacking of the same type of com-
panies. The media coverage given to major international tax evasion 
cases helps raise awareness and constitutes a source of additional 
information that can be the grounds for sending Tracfin an STR. For 
example, the release of the Panama Papers led to a 191% increase in 
reporting activity between 2015 and 2016, the year of the scandal. 

Tracfin has heavy involvement in the fight against complex interna-
tional tax avoidance networks. In most of the cases handled, the Unit 
noted the use of intermediary structures domiciled in tax havens that 
served to conceal the identity of beneficial owners. In 2021, Tracfin 
sent 72 disclosures to the DGFiP relating to potential international tax 
evasion cases. The amount at stake in these cases totalled €205 mil-
lion, an average of €2.8 million per case. The total amount at stake 
more than doubled in 2021 versus 2020 (€205 million compared to 
€100.6 million for 109 disclosures), a reflection of the increase in scale 
of Tracfin investigations in 2021 in terms of the amounts at stake. 

Tracfin also participates in a ”tax intelligence” task force alongside 
the National Tax Investigation Directorate (DNEF) and the National 
Directorate for Customs Intelligence and Investigations (DNRED). 
Each of the departments involved focuses its flagging tools on the 
most complex international evasion procedures. This task force’s work 
revealed the existence of tax relief agencies that offer their services 
to a wealthy French clientele, whether from abroad or using natio-
nal liaisons, proposing complex legal arrangements that facilitate the 
concealment of assets.
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Lack of declaration of assets held abroad and layering 
of companies domiciled abroad
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Transfer of related
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Source of report(s): accounting and legal professionals
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): public administration 
1. Mr X, a French tax resident, was the beneficial owner of three companies domiciled in Europe and 
Asia through several structures domiciled abroad. These three companies had full ownership of the 
assets and rights relating to Mr Z, a public figure whose partner was Mr X. Most of the companies were 
holding companies and so could be deemed financial corporations. 
2. The three companies transferred full ownership of the rights and assets related to Mr Z for an 
amount of €25 million, of which €10 million was directly returned to Mr Z. 
3. As these companies were domiciled abroad, they did not pay any taxes in respect of the invest-
ment income generated by the transfer. However, Mr X was still a French tax resident. As the benefi-
cial owner of the three financial corporations that carried out the aforementioned transactions, Mr X 
should have been liable to pay taxes on the investment income generated. However, the Unit noted 
that no resources from abroad were mentioned in his tax returns. 
Under the provisions of Article 123 bis of the French General Tax Code, when an individual domiciled in 
France holds, either directly or indirectly, at least 10% of the shares, units, financial rights or voting rights 
in a trust or similar institution established or constituted outside France and subject to a preferential tax 
regime, any profits or positive income derived from that legal structure shall be deemed to constitute 
investment income earned by said individual if the assets or property of the legal entity primarily consist 
of securities, receivables, deposits or current accounts. 
Analysis criteria and warning signs: 
 w Failure to declare accounts and assets held abroad.
 w Complex legal arrangements: difficulty in identifying the beneficial owners of the companies with 

various structures acting as intermediaries.
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Legal case no. 6
Implementation of Article L.16 B of the French Book 
of Tax Procedures (house searches) and initiation of tax audits 
following the submission of a Tracfin report to the DNEF 

In November 2019, Tracfin sent a 
report to the DNEF of the DGFiP 
relating to suspicious transfers car-
ried out by two French companies to 
a third company based in a non-EU 
country. The three targeted compa-
nies were managed by the same indi-
vidual, a female French resident.
Taken at first sight, the transfers were 
carried out on the grounds 
of agreements relating to 
administrative services 
invoiced by the foreign 
company to its two 
sister companies. It 
was also revealed that 
the manager, who 
hitherto had declared 
substantial income of 
more than €100,000 per 
year, had not been liable 
to pay tax since the establi-
shment of this structure outside of 
France. The address of the foreign 
company’s registered office was also 
that of the manager’s secondary 
residence. 
Acting on this report, an Inter-Regio-
nal Field Unit of the DNEF conducted 
a house search at the manager’s per-
sonal address in France under Article 

L.16 B of the French Book of Tax 
Procedures. The seized documents 
(e.g. message applications, What-
sApp conversations, agreements, 
bank accounts, invoices) helped to 
determine the fraudulent intent of 
the arrangement, establishing that 
the foreign company had no assets 
at the address of its registered office 

and that its business activities 
were managed from France.

This arrangement sought 
to offshore the profits 
of French companies 
via a company based 
in a non-EU state yet 
managed from France. 
Consequently, some 

days after the house 
search, a scheduling form 

was sent to a tax audit 
department to initiate an 

audit of the professional activities 
of the manager and an audit of her 
personal tax situation. At the same 
time, and to secure the collection of 
potential tax claims, the tax depart-
ments enforced precautionary 
measures to “block” the amount 
(€500,000) in the foreign company’s 
account held in France.
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As an intelligence department, Tracfin has the task of defending and 
promoting France’s fundamental interests, particularly with regard to 
prevention of terrorism and organised crime and protection of the 
country’s economic interests. The Unit’s dual identity gives it a broad 
scope of authority and investigative powers to carry out its priority 
missions:

 h In the counterterrorism field 
Tracfin played an ever-increa-
sing role with 1,791 intelli-
gence reports sent to partner 
authorities in 2021, as against 
1,321 in 2020, up by a factor 
of 1.3.

 h Tracfin continued to provide 
information to reporting 
entities to ensure proper 
implementation of due dili-
gence measures and manda-
tory enforcement of asset 
freezing, a key financial impe-
diment. The effectiveness of 
this system depends firstly on 
all parties concerned imple-
menting the measures immediately and secondly on Tracfin 
identifying the methods, both old and new, used to circumvent 
them – for example through crypto-asset exchange platforms.

 h The Unit also extended its powers for monitoring the financing 
of radicalisation by foreign powers, especially in the non- profit 
sector. Tracfin’s flagging tools bore out the need for immediate 
enforcement of the provisions concerning transparency of finan-
cing of religious non-profit organisations introduced by Law 2021-
1109 of 24 August 2021 strengthening respect for the principles 
of the Republic and by its Implementing Decree no.  2022-619 

CURTAILING TERRORIST 
FINANCING AND DEFENDING 

FRANCE’S 
FUNDAMENTAL 
INTERESTS
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of 22 April 2022 on regulation of foreign funding of religious 
denominations and containing various provisions concerning 
donations and the transparency of non-profit organisations and 
endowment funds.

 h At the same time Tracfin and its international partners took 
action to tackle the growing risk of terrorist acts being com-
mitted by individuals belonging to violent extremist movements.

Counterterrorism, together with the defence and promotion of 
France’s fundamental interests, especially in the economic field, is the 
responsibility of Tracfin’s Intelligence and Counter-Terrorism Depart-
ment (DRLT). The latter is a priority partner of the intelligence com-
munity and the National Intelligence and Counter-Terrorism Coor-
dinator (CNRLT) and operates in the fields of criminal interference, 
proliferation and economic intelligence in line with France’s national 
intelligence plan (PNOR).
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DCPJ
OFAST
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DGGN COURTS
OF JUSTICE

INTELLIGENCE

INTELLIGENCE 
COMMUNITY (INNER CIRCLE)

INTERDEPAR-
TEMENTAL 

ALLAT UNIT

DAJJ

*Excludind intelligence departments

GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENTS*

SGDSN SISSE

CNRLT

CNCTRDRLT

THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE  
AND COUNTER-TERRORISM COORDINATOR

Established in 2017 in its present form, the CNRLT ensures proper coopera-
tion within the French intelligence community and is also responsible for 
implementing and overseeing public policy in the intelligence field. It thus 
puts forward the general principles and changing priorities to be enshrined 
in the national intelligence strategy. The National Intelligence and Coun-
ter-Terrorism Coordinator advises the French President, reporting to the 

 latter, and to the Prime Minister, on its work.
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INTERVIEW

JEAN-FRANÇOIS RICARD

National Anti-Terrorist Prosecutor

While traditional forms of terrorist financing still exist, particularly for older underground 

organisations, the sequence of events inaugurated by the proclamation of a caliphate in Iraq 

and Syria by Islamic State has led to a reshaping of some covert financing networks to fund 

terrorist bodies and activists.

Thus experience gained in the case of individuals leaving for war zones under the control of 

terrorist entities has shown that the suspects often retain their links with French society, not 

only receiving regular material support from family and friends despite their radical choices 

but also sometimes continuing to engage in online transactions with their bank accounts or 

social security accounts. This has led to a broader spectrum of prosecutions for financing of 

terrorism – an offence that can be established without the beneficiary having to support a 

terrorist aim – and has gone hand in hand with a trend towards attacks being committed, 

or violent action planned, with only modest resources and on the basis of a whole range of 

ideological, political, identity-based or religious ideas; consequently, their preparation is hard 

for specialised departments to detect.

This being so, financial intelligence’s contribution to the field of criminal justice has proved 

crucial in determining the modus operandi of new forms of terrorist financing and uncovering 

the, sometimes apparently insignificant, financial transactions that may be involved. By 

establishing dedicated focal points, together with disclosure and traceability processes, 

and ensuring regular exchanges, Tracfin and the National Anti-Terrorist Prosecutor’s Office 

have been able to join forces to curtail the terrorist threat by identifying and analysing new 

financing methods and then investigating and prosecuting the people using them. This 

interaction and the continuity of the work undertaken have thus made it possible to tackle, 

amongst other things, use of international money transfers (sometimes making use of front 

men to get round companies’ due diligence), misappropriation of funds to the detriment 

of institutions and individuals, recourse to intermediaries in the shape of legal entities 

or individuals, and use of virtual currencies, particularly crypto-assets for the purpose of 

avoiding checks by major financial stakeholders.
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Streamlining France’s asset-freezing system

France’s asset-freezing system is an effective means of forestalling 
acts condemned by resolutions of the United Nations, external policy 
decisions of the European Union or foreign policy decisions by the 
French government. Provided for by Article L.562-2 et seq of the 
French Monetary and Financial Code, this temporary restriction of 
property rights applies to individuals and entities implicated in human 
rights violations, acts of terrorism and use or proliferation of chemi-
cal weapons. It is very broad in scope not only in terms of the funds, 
financial instruments and economic resources that can be frozen but 
also with regard to the individuals and entities that can be targeted.

Pursuant to Order 2020-1342 of 4 November 202045 and the Order 
of 1 February 202146, the provisions for immediate enforcement 
of asset-freezing measures have been streamlined. The Order of 4 
November 2020 extends the obligation to apply national asset-free-
zing measures to any individual or legal entity having a connection with 
French territory, bolsters the system’s effectiveness internationally 
and brings it more into line with the scope of European asset-freezing 
measures. Similarly, the Order of 1 February 2021 provides for more 
rapid enforcement of existing EU asset-freezing measures in overseas 
France. These provisions are enforceable as soon as identification 
details of the designated individuals or entities are published in the 
national asset-freezing register kept by the Directorate General of the 
Treasury47.

The effectiveness of the asset-freezing system depends on proper 
implementation of due diligence measures by all the relevant repor-
ting entities48. Tracfin works with partner authorities to prepare and 
implement asset-freezing measures as well as to uncover channels for 
circumventing asset freezing. In 2021 Tracfin sent its partner autho-
rities 94 reports concerning asset-freezing measures (as against 81 in 
2020), including three cases in which the Unit had uncovered a sugges-
tion of circumvention.

45. Order 2020-1342 of 4 November 2020 reinforcing the asset-freezing system and 
measures prohibiting use of assets, published in France’s official gazette (JOFR) on 5 
November 2020.
46. Order of 1 February 2021 implementing Article L.562-3-1 et seq of the French 
Monetary and Financial Code with regard to immediate freezing of assets, published 
in France’s official gazette (JOFR) on 2 February 2021.
47. The Directorate General of the Treasury publishes and maintains the national 
register of asset-freezing measures, which is available online at: gels-avoirs.dgtresor.
gouv.fr/
48. Under Article L.562-4-1 of the French Monetary and Financial Code, asset-free-
zing obligations apply to the AML/CFT reporting entities referred to in Article L.561-2 
of the Code that hold or receive funds or economic resources on behalf of a cus-
tomer.

https://gels-avoirs.dgtresor.gouv.fr/
https://gels-avoirs.dgtresor.gouv.fr/
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Several methods of circumventing the system were found, either in 
combination or on their own:

 h Use of a close third party within the family or business circle, or 
members of the same organisation or community, who collected 
or received money for the individual whose assets were frozen.

 h Use of online banks and payment service providers operating in 
France under freedom to provide services49. These providers are 
required to implement only the asset-freezing measures applying 
in their home countries.

 h Use of crypto-asset exchange platforms established in France or 
abroad, enabling the chain of custody to be broken by moving 
the crypto-assets from one blockchain to another.

ASSET-FREEZING MEASURES IN CONNECTION 
WITH THE 2022 UKRAINE CRISIS

As early as 1 March 2022 the Ministry for the Economy and Finance 
announced the setting-up of a task force bringing together Tracfin, the 
Public Finances Directorate General (DGFIP), the Directorate General of 
the Treasury and the National Directorate for Customs Intelligence and 
Investigations (DNRED)50. The pur-
pose of this task force is to identify, 
freeze and, where appropriate, seize 
the assets and property of Russian 
individuals and legal entities targe-
ted by EU sanctions.

The Unit has sent reporting entities 
two due diligence alerts to make 
them aware of the need to bolster 
their monitoring systems to forestall 
any risk of asset-freezing measures being circumvented and to hinder 
flight of capital that might be used for financing in combat zones.

49. Tracfin, “2016 ML/TF Risk Trends and Analysis”, p. 71.
50. The DNRED is a department of the Directorate General of Customs and Excise 
(DGDDI) specifically responsible for implementing customs intelligence, control and 
enforcement policy.
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Individuals and legal entities placed on EU sanctions lists may be subject 
to:

 → an asset freeze, which is an administrative measure taken by the Minis-
ter for the Economy. It is temporary but can be renewed. The Directo-
rate General of the Treasury receives information from the task force 
departments concerning financial assets and  property owned by the 
targets, complies a list of all the assets and economic resources frozen 
and publishes the national asset-freezing register.

In the present case, the assets frozen are those of individuals and legal 
entities sanctioned by the European Union under Council Regulation 
(EU) No 269/2014 of 17 March 2014, which laid down restrictive mea-
sures in respect of the individuals and legal entities listed in its Annex 
1, in response to actions of Russia undermining or threatening the 
territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine. As at 
3 June 2022, 98 Russian and Belarusian entities and 1,158 individuals 
were affected.

 → seizure in criminal cases, ordered by a member of the judiciary,51 
where legal proceedings have been instituted and an investigation 
is in progress. This is a provisional step, known as a precautionary 
measure, while the investigation is proceeding, and it is intended to 
make sure that it will subsequently be possible to order the penalty of 
confiscation. The latter is an additional penalty that can be ordered in 
respect of an individual convicted by a trial court. Seizures and confis-
cations in criminal cases are handled for the courts by the Agency for 
Managing the Recovery of Seized and Confiscated Assets (AGRASC), 
which ensures that they are properly conducted. In a circular dated 
4 March 2022, the French Minister of Justice announced priority hand-
ling of “reports submitted to prosecutors’ offices by Tracfin regarding 
detection of Russian assets suspected of being unlawfully harboured 
on French territory.”52

In total, €22.8bn has been frozen in the French bank accounts of the 
Central Bank of the Russian Federation, together with €1.1bn of financial 
and non-financial assets.

51. Or by a senior law-enforcement officer, depending on the type of assets seized
and the investigation in progress.
52. Circular  CRIM-2022-07/G1 03.03.2022 on handling of proceedings involving Rus-
sian interests in connection with international sanctions against the Russian Fede-
ration.
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11 Circumvention of an asset-freezing measure through 
purchase of crypto-assets and use of third parties
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Source of report(s): Electronic money institution
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): Government department
1. Mr X was subject to an asset-freezing measure in France. Before being put on the national asset-free-
zing register, he had started an e-commerce business as a sole trader.
2. Analysis of Mr X’s account showed movement of funds to a number of suppliers, including major 
global online marketplaces. These debits seemed to have been made through his business to a very 
small number of customers. The latter included members of an organisation appearing on interna-
tional sanctions lists.
3. Mr X also made transfers directly from his personal accounts to close relatives and to members of 
this organisation.
4. At the same time Mr X made a number of card payments to an unregulated crypto-asset exchange 
platform, enabling him to circumvent the asset-freezing measure to which he was subject.
Analysis criteria and warning signs:
 w Movement of funds at odds with the given business and customer base.
 w Transfers to close relatives and associates.
 w Transactions with unregulated crypto-asset exchange platforms.
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Tracfin given stronger powers  
to monitor financing of radicalisation 
by foreign powers 

In line with the conclusions of the National Risk Analysis (ANR),53 
which rates the risk level of the non-profit sector as high for financing 
of terrorism, Tracfin primed its financial flagging tools to understand 
and forestall interference with France’s fundamental interests.

In 2021 Tracfin received over 700 reports in connection with suspec-
ted terrorist financing or radicalisation involving non-profit organi-
sations. Almost half concerned financing of religious organisations 
whose declared purpose was the construction or management of 
places of worship. Of these STRs, 73% came from credit institutions, 
while the proportion from crowdfunding intermediaries, which was 
49% in 2019, steadily dropped to 11% in 2021, being 37% in 2020.

Tracfin’s investigations revealed a trend for concealment of funds 
received by non-profit religious networks, either in the form of com-
plex financial arrangements involving several non-profit organisations 
having links, without any apparent economic justification, to compa-
nies in the construction industry, or in the form of failure to comply 
with transparency requirements for accounting. To a lesser extent, 
Tracfin also found use of fundraising through money collection web-
sites receiving hundreds of thousands of euros without recording the 
donors’ identities. Tracfin notes that such websites are now fully sub-
ject to AML/CFT reporting requirements.54

The financing networks noted by TRACFIN confirm the risks of inter-
ference by foreign powers through non-profit organisations cham-
pioning radical ideologies. These organisations may be funded either 
directly through donations and transfers from official bodies of the 
states concerned or after transit of funds through third countries.

53. COLB, Analyse nationale des risques de blanchiment de capitaux et de finance-
ment du terrorisme en France, September 2019 (in French only).
54. Order 2021-1735 of 22 December 2021 modernising the crowdfunding 
framework changed the status of crowdfunding intermediaries to include money 
collection websites. Crowdfunding intermediaries now come under AML/CFT rules 
(French Monetary and Financial Code, Article L.561-2, paragraph 4), apart from web-
sites collecting sums of €150 or less.
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Financing by a foreign power of a non-profit 
denominational network connected with a school complex 
ill-matched to the secular nature of France
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Source of report(s): Bank and government departments
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): Government department
1. A French religious non-profit organisation, whose budget for 2019/2021 was some €1.7m, received 
transfers totalling €600,000 from a diplomatic mission and official bodies of a foreign power.
2. This organisation funded several religious non-profit organisations and places of worship to an 
amount of some €280,000.
3. It carried out reciprocal transactions totalling €150,000 with a non-profit organisation responsible 
for managing a school complex, seemingly in connection with a loan.
4. Lastly, the non-profit organisation in charge of the school complex had, in addition to the school 
fees paid by the families, other funding channels in the shape of cheques (€1.7m), cash deposits 
(€360,000), and donations and money collection websites (€700,000).
Analysis criteria and warning signs:
 w Direct financial flows from official bodies of a foreign power to a religious non-profit organisation.
 w Complex financial arrangements for funding a number of non-profit and religious organisations.
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Tracfin’s flagging tools provide operational support for implemen-
tation of the provisions concerning transparency of financing of 
religious non-profit organisations introduced by Law 2021-1109 of 24 
August 2021 strengthening respect for the principles of the Republic. 
A number of decrees implementing Articles 21, 22 and 77 to 79 on 
regulation of foreign funding of religious denominations were publi-
shed in December 202155 and April 202256 in order to clarify the obli-
gations of entities receiving foreign funding.

These decrees have created new obligations for non-profit organi-
sations governed by France’s 1901 Act, religious non-profit organisa-
tions governed by France’s 1905 Act, mixed-purpose non-profit orga-
nisations (governed by France’s 1907 Act) and endowment funds. To 
tackle the shortcomings found, section 75 of the Law of 24 August 
2021 includes more administrative and accounting requirements for 
religious organisations in order to improve transparency: presentation 
of the balance sheet and income statement pursuant to a regulation 
of France’s Accounting Standards Authority, a separate statement 
for resources received from abroad, certification of accounts above 
a regulated ceiling for these resources, contribution agreement in 
the event of contributions, list of places of worship, and disclosure of 
documents at the request of the prefectoral authority.

Section 77 of the same law provides for stricter government regula-
tion of foreign funding received by religious non-profit organisations. 
Any international funding of their religious practice, including by indi-
rect channels, must be reported by non-profit organisations governed 
by France’s 1905 Act. The government is  able to stop this funding on 
grounds of law and order.

Lastly, section 89 of the Law of 24 August 2021 has broadened Trac-
fin’s right of opposition:57  the objection notified by Tracfin on the 
basis of Article L.561-24 of the French Monetary and Financial Code 
can cover not just a given transaction but also any subsequent tran-
sactions requested by the client concerned. In 2021 Tracfin exercised 
its right of opposition 18 times. The rules applying to Tracfin’s right of 
opposition are set out in Article R.561-36 of the French Monetary and 
Financial Code.

55. Decree no. 2021-1844 of 27 December 2021 on religious non-profit organisations 
governed by the Law of 9 December 1905; Decree no. 2021-1789 of 23 December 
2021 implementing the Law of 2 January 1907 concerning public worship; Decree 
no. 2021-1812 of 24 December 2021 on the keeping by certain organisations of a 
separate statement of accounts for benefits and resources received from abroad.
56. Decree no. 2022-619 of 22 April 2022 on regulation of foreign funding of reli-
gious denominations and containing various provisions concerning donations and 
the transparency of non-profit organisations and endowment funds.
57. Under Article L.561-24 of the French Monetary and Financial Code, Tracfin has 
the power to stop a transaction that has not yet been executed and of which it 
has become aware in the course of its work to combat money laundering and the 
financing of terrorism. The right of opposition enables Tracfin to defer execution of 
a transaction for ten days.
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New investigative capabilities reflected in 
detailed analysis of channels for laundering the 
proceeds of drug trafficking

In line with the priorities established by the National Risk Analysis, 
Tracfin is pursuing the priority goal of uncovering money laundering 
networks connected with drug trafficking and bringing within the judi-
cial sphere those cases leading to identification of networks operating 
in France.

In 2021 Tracfin received almost 800 reports involving suspected 
drug trafficking, of which 47% were from payment institutions and 
44% from credit institutions. Eight 
cases were referred to the judicial 
authorities in connection with sus-
pected laundering of the proceeds 
from  drug trafficking or relating to 
breaches of the legislation regar-
ding poisonous substances, narco-
tics and doping substances. These 
cases concerned amounts ranging 
from €42,000 to €1.6m, with the 
average being €417,000.

Tracfin found that cash transfers 
remain the preferred vehicle for 
laundering the proceeds of drug 
trafficking, confirming a trend that 
had been noted for a number of 
years. The Unit has organised and 
developed its working methods 
to tackle this more effectively, particularly through review of non-
banking financial circuits. A mismatch between the financial situation 
of the individuals concerned and the amounts at stake on the one 
hand, together with a history of criminal or customs offences invol-
ving narcotics on the other, has afforded circumstantial evidence in 
support of Tracfin’s investigations.

In the field of drug control, Tracfin also has the option, under Article 
L.561-25 of the French Monetary and Financial Code in its wording 
arising from Order 2020-115 of 12 February 2020 bolstering the French 
AML/CFT system, of issuing requests for information on the basis of 
systematic information disclosures (COSIs).

Some cases led to arrests and seizures through channels linking France 
with the French Guiana/Surinam area and with the Balkans. French 
Guiana and Surinam have a high exposure to trafficking of South 
American drugs and are a strategic transit zone for their dispatch 
to Europe using “mules”. Networks established in the Balkans also 
play an active part in drug trafficking in France. Nationals from this 
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region are involved at various stages of trafficking: selling the goods in 
France; laundering money from sales by means of cash transfers to the 
network ringleaders abroad; integration of the money into the home 
country’s economy by means of property investment, for example.

Reporting entities should be on the lookout for the following warning 
signs:

 h Multiple cash transfers between individuals with no apparent 
economic justification.

 h Transfers from or to high-risk drug production areas.

 h Links between individuals.

 h Travel to areas where cash transfers have been sent or received.

 h Use of companies that do little, or even bogus, business.

Tracfin is extending its partnership with the intelligence community as 
well as with the Anti-Narcotics Office (OFAST), an agency with natio-
nal scope reporting to the Central Criminal Investigation Directorate 
(DCPJ). As the lead agency for drug control, OFAST brings together 
the judicial authorities and all the departments involved in tackling 
drug trafficking in France; it runs a network of drugs intelligence units 
(CROSSs) and produces, with their assistance, a threat level for France 
and, with the assistance of its international partners, a threat level for 
countries abroad.
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Laundering of proceeds from drug trafficking 
between a Balkan country and France
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received in the same city
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4
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of individuals connected

with drug trafficking

2

Several dozen
senders in France Several hundred recipients

in a Balkan country

Over €700,000
in cash transfers

Over €1m
of property bought

FRANCE

Source of report(s): Payment institution
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): Public prosecutor’s office at a court of justice 
1. In the course of two years several dozen senders based in France and several hundred recipients 
in a Balkan country exchanged an unusually high volume of cash transfers, totalling over €700,000. 
Among the senders and recipients, a number of French and foreign nationals had criminal records for 
offences connected with drug trafficking.
2. Most of the money sent abroad was received in a single city, supporting the suggestion of a single 
money laundering network for proceeds from suspected drug trafficking. Detailed analysis of cash 
transfers within the network revealed the key role of several dozen members, organised in family 
clans, as the main recipients in the Balkans.
3. Of the family clans identified, one family had deposited over €1.7m in cash in their business 
accounts.
4. Intelligence provided by a financial intelligence unit abroad helped to establish that the cash depo-
sits made in France were used to acquire assets, mainly real property, worth over €1m and owned by 
members of the various family clans acting as recipients of the money from France.
Analysis criteria and warning signs:
 w Unusually high volume of money transfers between a number of individuals.
 w Money transfers to and from a country classified as high risk for drug trafficking.
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Financing of violent extremist movements 
in preparation for attacks

The UN Security Council Counter-Terrorism Committee noted a 320% 
rise in attacks conducted by individuals affiliated with extreme right-
wing movements and ideologies between 2015 and 2020.58 It found 
that the threat, coming originally from lone actors and small cells, had 
grown and now concerned groups and individuals operating transna-
tionally.

Since then, combating violent extremist movements has been central 
to a number of international initiatives led by the FATF, the United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) and the Egmont Group. 
They have had a direct impact on Tracfin’s work: the Unit has  been 
receiving a growing number of reports from its foreign counterparts 
on this subject and has referred a number of major cases to the Natio-
nal Anti-Terrorist Prosecutor’s Office (PNAT) and the Ministry of the 
Interior.

In June 2021 the FATF published a report on ethnically and racially 
motivated terrorism financing, also known as extreme right-wing ter-
rorism.59 It suggested that most funding came from legal sources such 
as donations, membership fees and commercial activities. The groups 
concerned seemed to be increasingly sophisticated in how they 
moved and used their funds, for example by developing transnational 
links with other like-minded groups.

At the same time, the UNODC launched a project on preventing and 
responding to violent far-right extremism with the aim of designing 
a training manual for criminal justice practitioners and establishing 
a forum of experts to gain greater insight into the funding methods 
and vectors of influence of the groups belonging to this ideological 
persuasion.60

To better understand the threat posed by this phenomenon and find 
the best ways of dealing with it, in October 2021 the Information 
Exchange Working Group of the Egmont Group61 adopted a report 
– resulting from a project led jointly by Tracfin – on the capabilities 
and involvement of FIUs in the fight against the financing of extreme 
right-wing terrorism. This report indicates how FIUs can best use 
domestically collected financial intelligence on the funding of violent 
extremist movements and draw on operational cooperation at the 

58. United Nations Security Council, “Member States concerned by the growing 
and increasingly transnational threat of extreme right-wing terrorism”, Counter-Ter-
rorism Committee Executive Directorate Trends Alert, April 2020.
59. FATF, Ethnically or Racially Motivated Terrorism Financing, June 2021.
60. UNODC press release, “UNODC Launches New Project on the Prevention of, and 
Responses to, ‘Far-Right’ Violent Extremism Conducive to Terrorism”, June 2021.
61. The Egmont Group is an operationally oriented forum for financial intelligence 
units. One of its main objectives is to foster international cooperation between FIUs 
through information sharing.

http://www.un.org/securitycouncil/ctc/sites/www.un.org.securitycouncil.ctc/files/files/documents/2021/Jan/cted_trends_alert_extreme_right-wing_terrorism.pdf
http://www.un.org/securitycouncil/ctc/sites/www.un.org.securitycouncil.ctc/files/files/documents/2021/Jan/cted_trends_alert_extreme_right-wing_terrorism.pdf
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international level. It is accompanied by a public bulletin and a set 
of seven case studies enabling FIUs and reporting entities to better 
recognise the funding mechanisms of extreme right-wing terrorism.62

If the risk relating to funding of extreme right-wing terrorism is 
included in reporting entities’ ML/TF risk analysis and in operational 
cooperation between FIUs, this makes it possible to tackle such fun-
ding much more effectively.

62. Egmont Group, FIU’s Capabilities and Involvement in the Fight against the Finan-
cing of Extreme Right-Wing Terrorism: State of Play and Perspectives, July 2021.
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Confirmation of suspected affiliation 
to a violent extremist movement 
by drawing on international cooperation 
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Source of report(s): Government department
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): Government department
1. Mr X was suspected of belonging to an extremist movement promoting a racist and ultra-violent 
ideology. He coordinated a community of lone individuals through an encrypted email network on 
which he released a terrorism manual.
2. Analysis of Mr X’s expenditure, the details of which were obtained through international coopera-
tion, confirmed his commitment to survivalism and showed:
 w Purchase of numerous books and magazines on survivalism through a payment institution registe-

red in the European Union.
 w Purchase of military clothing, ammunition boxes, discreet cameras and other survival items.
 w Online purchase of pharmaceuticals, together with a cleaning product that could be repurposed 

to make explosive devices.
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CRYPTO-LAUNDERING
RISK PREVENTION,  

ALLOCATION AND  
DE-ANONYMISATON

Digital assets – or crypto-assets – are electronic units of value stored 
on a secure distributed ledger – or blockchain – used for three purpo-
ses: a means of payment (crypto-assets such as bitcoin, ether and 
stablecoins), a token conferring 
rights (utility tokens, non-fungible 
tokens)63 and a financial instrument 
(security tokens).64 This classifica-
tion is in the process of being adop-
ted by the European Union in the 
form of a regulation on markets in 
crypto-assets, known as the MiCA 
Regulation,65 proposed by the Euro-
pean Commission, which is going to 
define three categories of cryp-
to-assets as a means of payment: 
two types of stablecoin – those 
backed by a number of currencies 
or assets (asset-referenced tokens 
such as Dai, backed by two other 
crypto-assets (Ether and Wrapped 
Bitcoin), or Pax Gold, backed by 
gold) and those backed by a single currency (e-money tokens such as 
Tether (USDT), pegged to the dollar) – and other crypto-assets, such 
as Bitcoin and Ether, as a catch-all category.

63. Utility tokens confer rights of use of goods or services supplied by a business, or 
rights in respect of the business. Initial coin offerings (ICOs) provide access to such 
tokens, as can non-fungible tokens (NFTs).
64. These are the blockchain equivalent of traditional financial assets. The 
blockchain technology is used here to register and trade assets.
65. COM/2020/593:  Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of 
the Council on Markets in Crypto-assets, and amending Directive (EU) 2019/1937.
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THE MICA REGULATION

In September 2020 the European Commission 
put forward a legislative proposal to regulate 
crypto-assets: the Regulation on Markets in Cryp-
to-Assets (MiCA). This regulation is to lay down a 
comprehensive framework for all types of cryp-
to-assets apart from those covered by existing 
regulations (security tokens, for example).

The Commission’s proposal contains a manda-
tory regime for crypto-asset issuance and ser-
vices. This differs from the French framework laid 

down by the Business Growth and Transformation Act, which provided for an optional regime 
(apart from AML/CFT) for virtual asset service providers and for issuance of utility tokens.

The Commission also proposes specifically to regulate stablecoins, particularly their issuance, 
given the recent rapid growth in this category and certain projects carrying systemic risk (Libra/
Diem). Three types of crypto-asset are proposed (see above):

 → Two types of stablecoin, namely asset-referenced tokens (stablecoins backed by a number 
of currencies or assets) and e-money tokens (stablecoins backed by a single currency)

 → All other tokens

As for issuance of these crypto-assets, the regulation provides for issuance rules, supervision 
arrangements, capital requirements for issuers, requirements for crypto-asset distributors, 
arrangements for establishing and accessing the stablecoin reserve, and professional rules of 
conduct applying to market participants.

On the other hand, the MiCA Regulation does not contain a section on the rules applying to 
crypto-assets with respect to AML/CFT. This aspect is addressed in the broader context of the 
harmonisation of the European AML/CFT framework being backed by the European Commis-
sion and unanimously supported by the European Parliament and the Council of the European 
Union (see below).

The rapid growth of these new virtual assets and the many forms and 
uses allowed by blockchain technology have warranted the introduc-
tion of special regulations to control ML/TF risks as well as the activities 
of the many participants in the development of this ecosystem (cryp-
to-asset custody services, exchange platforms, trading platforms). In 
France, Law 2019-486 of 22 May 2019 on business growth and trans-
formation, known as the PACTE Act, which introduced a regulatory 
framework for exchange, custody and trading of digital assets, has 
been supplemented by Order 2020-1544 of 9 December 2020 and 
Decree 2021-387 of 2 April 2021 extending reporting requirements for 
virtual asset service providers (VASPs) to cover conversion of digital 
assets into other digital assets and requiring customer identification 
prior to any transactions, even if occasional, and however small.
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In the light of the risks identified by Tracfin and the transnational 
nature of crypto-asset transactions, the French authorities supported 
the proposals put forward by the European Commission to the Coun-
cil and the European Parliament in July 2021 as part of an AML/CFT 
legislative package to harmonise the AML/CFT framework for digital 
assets as far as possible and to align the European framework with 
FATF requirements. This package, which is currently under negotia-
tion, includes:

 h Reporting requirements for all virtual asset service providers, as 
already instituted in France by Order 2020-1544 of 9 December 
2020.

 h Implementation of FATF Recommendation 16, known as the tra-
vel rule, which provides for KYC checks on the originator and for 
information on the beneficiary and on the content of the tran-
saction for all crypto-asset transfers, however small.

 h Prohibition of anonymous accounts.

 h Introduction of AML/CFT due diligence obligations for all tran-
sactions over €1,000.

To help VASPs comply with their due diligence obligations and pro-
duce relevant risk classifications, Tracfin published a newsletter direc-
ted at them in March 202266 detailing the main trends and indicating 
the types of ML/TF recently recorded.

On top of the risks and trends noted in recent years,67 in the field 
of crypto-assets the Unit devoted most of its attention in 2021 to 
monitoring financial flows from ransomware attacks. In the tax field it 
concentrated on reports of failure to declare accounts or capital gains 
on sale of digital assets. Tracfin is also actively monitoring the growth 
in financial innovations made possible by blockchain technology and 
decentralised finance (DeFi) to sound the alarm, where appropriate, 
about their vulnerabilities in terms of AML/CFT.

66. Tracfin, La lettre d’information, “Lettre d’actualité aux professionnels de la 
LCB-FT”, No. 20, March 2022 (in French only).
67. Cf. VASP newsletter and Tracfin’s public reports, in particular “ML/TF Risk Trends 
and Analysis in 2019–2020” and “Tracfin 2020 Operations and Analysis Report”.
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Ransomware: tracking ransom payments 
to uncover professional crypto-asset 
laundering networks

Increasingly professional methods affecting every branch 
of the economy

Ransomware is a form of malware 
used for cyberattacks and is 
designed to encrypt and block 
access to the victim’s data.68 
Access is restored by a decryption 
password sent by the attackers 
in exchange for a ransom paid in 
crypto-assets. There has been a 
significant increase in ransomware 
attacks globally over recent years: 
the FBI and the US cybersecurity 
agency (CISA) recorded a 20% rise 
in the number of ransomware inci-
dents between 2019 and 2020 and, 
during the first half of 2021, much 
the same number of complaints as 
in 202069 – over 2,000 – and $16.8m 
in associated losses.

France has not escaped this trend: in 2021 the French National Cyber-
security Agency (ANSSI) handled 203 ransomware attacks, as against 
192 in 2020 and 69 in 2019,70 a 194% increase in two years. At the same 
time, 397 cases were referred in 2020 to the Paris Public Prosecutor’s 
Office (up 543% – by a factor of 8.6 – on 2019), which expected this 
figure to double in 2021.71

Ransomware rides on the back of two phenomena: firstly, victims’ 
lack of preparedness in terms of computer security, and secondly, the 
increasing levels of specialisation and professionalism noted by ANSSI 
in the criminal ecosystem, especially regarding sale of ransomware-as-
a-service (RaaS). This trend affects every branch of the economy, with 
a large proportion of attacks targeting very small, small and medium-
sized businesses (52% of attacks in 2021), followed by local authorities 
(19%) and strategic businesses (10%).

68. ANSSI, “Définition des principales menaces cybercriminelles” (in French only).
69. Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency, “Alert (AA21-243A), Ransomware 
Awareness for Holidays and Weekends”, 31 August  2021.
70. ANSSI, Cyber Threat Overview 2021, 9 March 2022.
71. “Rançongiciels : les entreprises paient « trop facilement » selon le parquet cyber”, 
Le Figaro, 15 April 2021.

https://www.ssi.gouv.fr/administration/principales-menaces/cybercriminalite/rancongiciel/
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The Tracfin ecosystem: expertise in monitoring crypto-asset 
flows to back up legal proceedings

Because ransom demands are denominated solely in crypto-assets 
and mainly in bitcoins, in 2018 Tracfin set up a specialist unit of ana-
lysts to investigate public blockchains. Its ransomware studies are 
designed to track crypto-asset flows linked to payment of a ransom. 
Tracfin can be notified of acts associated with a ransomware attack 
through two channels:

 h A suspicious transaction report (STR) submitted on the basis 
of Article L.561-15 of the French Monetary and Financial Code 
by a reporting entity noting a financial flow that it suspects to 
be connected with payment of a ransom, such as an unusual 
banking flow from the victim’s account to a VASP to obtain the 
crypto-assets needed to pay the ransom. Or it may be a report 
directly from a VASP or from an insurance company covering 
cybersecurity risks.

In 2021 Tracfin received 66 STRs relating to ransomware pay-
ments, as against 28 in 2020 and 19 in 2019, an increase by a fac-
tor of almost three and a half in two years. However, the growth 
in 2021 is explained in large part by reporting from an entity in 
the insurance sector covering cyberattack risks for French and 
especially foreign companies. In the latter case, because there 
was nothing linking the acts reported by the reporting entity 
with French territory (since the company affected, the perpetra-
tors and the financial flows between accounts were all abroad) 
Tracfin was unable to notify the judicial authorities in France. 
The STRs were nevertheless forwarded to the appropriate FIUs 
or to specialist investigation departments in the case of the 
most prevalent types of ransomware in France.

 h A partner authority and particularly a judicial authority. This 
type of referral may arise from an offence reported to a prose-
cutor’s office or an investigating authority, since in criminal law 
a ransomware attack is classified both as a breach of an entity’s 
automated data processing system72 and extortion.73 Tracfin 
referred ten investigations concerning ransomware attacks, of 
which eight were to the judicial authorities, all to Section J3 
(Cybercrime) of the Paris Public Prosecutor’s Office, which cen-
tralises proceedings relating to ransomware attacks and has 
concurrent national jurisdiction for all cybercrime offences. 
This jurisdiction has been the reason for a closer partnership 
between Tracfin and Section J3. The cases referred concerned 
amounts from €11,000 to €1.5m, thus illustrating the range of vic-
tims targeted.

72. An offence under Article 323-2 of the French Criminal Code.
73. An offence under Article 312-1 of the French Criminal Code.
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Mapping of a money laundering network for proceeds 
of a ransomware attack
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1. A cluster is a group of crypto-asset addresses linked to the same wallet and therefore the same beneficiary. A 
cluster is not usually exhaustive, since it contains only some of the addresses generated by the wallet.

Source of report(s): Banks and VASPs
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): Public prosecutor’s office at a court of justice 
A French company fell prey to a ransomware attack. It was covered by an insurance policy specifi-
cally covering this risk and enlisted the help of a service provider to act as a go-between with the 
ransomers to negotiate and pay the ransom. This ransom was 20 bitcoins, almost €300,000, which was 
purchased from a VASP at the time.
Analysis of the crypto-asset transfers connected with the payment of a ransom revealed a sophisti-
cated money laundering network consisting of four stages. Each stage was associated with a party or 
group of parties having a specific role as set out below.
1. The receiver, responsible for collecting and transferring the ransom
The victim paid the ransom amount in eleven transactions to a single address controlled by the recei-
ver, who acted solely as an intermediary. The bitcoins remained at this address for only a few days 
before being transferred to two separate addresses controlled by the splitter.
2. The splitter, responsible for splitting the ransom amount into multiples transactions
The splitter controlled the two addresses receiving the transactions ordered by the receiver and then 
used a technique known as a peeling chain. This consists in splitting a large amount into multiple 
smaller cross-transfers in order to put up a smokescreen. In the present case, 72 separate transactions 
were recorded over a 24-day period for amounts varying between 0.1 and 0.5 bitcoin. These transac-
tions were ultimately aggregated into clusters.1
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3. The collectors, responsible for aggregating the crypto-assets in clusters
Without determining the exact number of parties responsible for collecting the money, the investi-
gations revealed four clusters of addresses to which crypto-assets were transferred after the peeling 
chain. These four clusters each received between two and six bitcoins over a period of some ten days:
 w Cluster A received some 4 bitcoins in 21 transactions. Apart from this, the cluster also recorded 30 

other transactions totalling 117 bitcoins.
 w Cluster B received 6 bitcoins in 19 transactions. The cluster also received 94 bitcoins.
 w Cluster C received 2 bitcoins in 11 transactions.
 w Cluster D received some 5 bitcoins in 17 transactions.

As indicated above, it should be noted that two of these four clusters were supplied from a multitude 
of addresses with large sums that could be the proceeds of other ransomware.
4. The launderers, responsible for mixing the crypto-assets and transferring them to exchange plat-
forms
The launderers then combined the crypto-assets by means of mixing2 and CoinJoin.3 As in the col-
lection phase (Stage 3), four address clusters received amounts collected during the previous stage.
A first cluster received all the bitcoins held in Cluster A, amounting to some 120 bitcoins. Almost 
all were then transferred to CoinJoin. The remainder were transferred to an unregulated VASP after 
transit through two addresses.
A second cluster received the bitcoins from Cluster B. It had a substantial volume of inputs and out-
puts, which is typical of a mixing service.
The money in Cluster C was sent directly to CoinJoin.
The money in Cluster D was transferred to a third cluster with a high volume of inputs and outputs 
indicative of a mixing service.
Analysis criteria and warning signs:
 w Proper implementation of its due diligence obligations by the reporting entity showed it that its 

customer’s company had fallen victim to a ransomware attack.
 w A money transfer to a go-between specialising in support for businesses affected by cyberattacks.
 w Bitcoin transaction for a large amount on behalf of the company affected by the cyberattack.
 w Attachments contained email exchanges between the ransomers and the go-between instructed 

to negotiate and pay the ransom, together with the address for paying the ransom.

2. A mixing service aggregates and mixes a number of crypto-asset inputs and outputs with an algorithm specific to 
each mixer. These mixers are centralised.
3. CoinJoin serves the same purpose as mixing but uses peer-to-peer exchange between crypto-asset wallets to 
aggregate and mix transactions.
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Changing the tax framework to simplify 
taxing of private individuals’ capital gains 
from crypto-asset transactions

The personal income tax system 
in respect of capital gains from sale 
of digital assets has been adjusted 
through the 2022 Budget Act

The tax arrangements currently applying to 
digital assets were laid down by the 2019 Bud-
get Act (Law 2018-1317 of 28 December 2018) 
before being recently amended by the 2022 
Budget Act. It requires individuals to declare 
in their tax returns any digital asset accounts 
opened not only in France but also abroad74 
and differentiates between occasional sales of 
digital assets, regular sales of digital assets, and 
digital asset mining.

74. Form 3916 or 3916 bis, depending on whether the account is held in France or 
abroad, cf. Articles 1649 bis C and 1736 of the French General Tax Code.
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Summary of projected changes in 2022 Budget Act

75. In addition to Forms 3916 and 3916 bis for accounts with VASPs, Form 2086 can 
be used to declare capital gains or losses from the sale of digital assets.

Provisions applying 
until 31/12/2022

Provisions applying 
from 1 January 2023

Occasional 
sale

French General Tax Code (CGI), Article 
150 VH and Article 150 VH bis B 
30 % flat tax  (12.8% for income tax + 
17.2% for social security contributions)

Progressive income tax scale, rather 
than default flat tax, at taxpayer’s 
option (expressly stated and 
irrevocable)

Regular sale Industrial and commercial profits  
(BIC) CGI, Article 34

Non-commercial profits (BNC) subject 
to income tax or corporation tax 
if activity is considered to have a 
professional nature

Mining Non-commercial profits (BNC) 
CGI, Article 92

Non-commercial profits (BNC) 
CGI, Article 92

Obligation to declare digital asset accounts opened both in France and abroad in tax returns 
(French General Tax Code, Articles 1649 bis C and 1736)

Reports to Tracfin mainly concerned failure to declare

The content of the STRs processed by Tracfin related mainly to sus-
pected tax avoidance, failure to submit tax returns and concealment 
of income and gifts.

 h Failure to declare accounts and capital gains: This was usually 
owing to private individuals who had received, through their 
French or foreign bank accounts, large amounts from VASPs 
established abroad without informing the tax authority of the 
existence of these accounts opened with VASPs and the asso-
ciated capital gains.75 Individuals could be resident in France for 
tax purposes and explain that they had successfully invested in 
crypto-assets without accounting for the origin of their money. 
They could also be non-residents routing the proceeds of cryp-
to-asset exchange through France in order to conceal income 
from their country of residence. The penalty is a €750,000 fine 
for each undeclared account and €125 for each omission or 
 misstatement.

 h Disguised gifts and death duties: The reports received by Tracfin 
tended to show only minor use of crypto-assets to circumvent 
gift tax on gifts between members of the same family.
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Underreporting of assets and failure to declare an account 
and capital gains on sale of digital assets in connection with 
an inheritance

1

2

3

Ms Y

€1m

Mr X

Foreign VASP €1m
4

Failure to declare the deceased’s
digital asset wallet as part of the estate

Failure to declare the inherited
digital asset wallet held abroad

Failure to declare the capital gains
on sale of crypto-assets

1. BOI-ENR-DMTG-10-10-20-10 No. 10.

Source of report(s): Banks
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): Government department
1. Mr X and Ms Y entered financial assets totalling €30,000, the balance of the deceased’s bank 
accounts, in a declaration of estate. At the same time they each received €1m from a foreign VASP. 
They explained that the sum came from the sale of inherited crypto-assets. Despite this explanation, 
Tracfin’s investigations revealed three tax offences, detailed in the following paragraphs.
2. Underreporting of estate assets: The declaration of estate consisted only of the credit balance of 
the bank accounts. In fact, digital asset wallets also had to be declared as part of the estate, as clari-
fied by the Public Finances Directorate General (DGFiP).1

3. Failure to declare an account abroad: The digital asset wallet through which the crypto-assets were 
inherited was held with a foreign VASP. However, it was not declared to the tax authority as required 
by Articles 1649 bis C and 1736 of the French General Tax Code. For concealment of assets held 
abroad, the statute of limitations is ten years as far as the tax authority is concerned.
4. Failure to declare capital gains on sale of digital assets: Mr X and Ms Y failed to declare capital 
gains from sale of crypto-assets generating two €1m transfers from a foreign VASP, contrary to the 
provisions of Articles 150 VH and 150 VH bis B of the French General Tax Code.
Analysis criteria and warning signs:
 w Transfers of large amounts from foreign VASPs.
 w No documents proving the origin of the money converted into crypto-assets and held with VASPs.
 w Cash withdrawals of a significant share of the money.
 w Recent opening of accounts for the purpose of investments abroad.
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Initial coin offerings (ICOs): 
less of a risk despite considerable 
inherent vulnerabilities

An initial coin offering (ICO) is a means of raising money through dis-
tributed ledger technology, a blockchain which offers the opportunity 
to issue tokens that can be used, depending on the circumstances, 
to obtain products, services or rights in the issuing company. An ICO 
is accompanied by a white paper which explains the origin, opera-
tion and ultimate purpose of the project being proposed. In practical 
terms, participation in an initial coin offering consists in a crypto-asset 
transaction to a smart contract address created especially for the ICO 
concerned. After spectacular growth between 2017 and 2018 (1.6% of 
global equity financing in 2017, attaining a total of €13.4bn in 2018), 
the market has contracted significantly since 2019: besides a drop in 
the number of ICOs, the amounts collected have been smaller, now 
being reckoned in tens of millions of euros.

While the degree of risk associated with ICOs is less than it was, given 
the state of the market, they still afford opportunities for money 
laundering by their very nature: funds of illicit origin can be invested 
in tokens, which can then be sold and converted into legal tender. 
Money launderers can then explain the origin of the laundered funds 
by project financing and the ensuing return on investment. Verifying 
origin of funds is therefore an essential step when launching an ini-
tial coin offering. ICOs also enable fraud through bogus projects pro-
moted by shell companies. This being so, to verify the economic subs-
tance of an ICO-funded project it is necessary to examine the smart 
contract76 that lays down the arrangements for allocating tokens and 
specifies the subsequent financial channels.

To guarantee that ICOs are viable and compliant and to tell sound 
projects from scams, the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF) offers 
token issuers the option of official approval by assessing, amongst 
other things, the soundness of their white papers. Obtaining this 
approval allows project promoters to be registered on the AMF white 
list and market their tokens to investors. On 31 March 2022 Tracfin 
and the AMF reviewed their cooperation protocol to facilitate and 
step up information-sharing between the two authorities.

76. A smart contract is an IT protocol running on a blockchain; it executes the terms 
of the contract automatically without the need for a trusted third party. For the 
purpose of an ICO, a smart contract offers safeguards for investors, such as return of 
funds if the ICO is unsuccessful.
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Bogus initial coin offering (ICO)

3

Conversion
of crypto-assets

and purchase
of stablecoins

Use of fake IDs
to register companies

4

1

Companies registered using
false documents certifying

deposit of share capital

€200,000

Investors defrauded

Held

Backed by

• Inconsistencies in white paper
• Crypto-asset address not linked

to smart contract

Registration of companies
and opening of bank accounts

One of the companies
organised an ICO2

Crypto-asset wallet

Misuse of banks’ visual
identities

!

Mr X

Source of report(s): Banks, commercial court registrars, electronic money institutions and a govern-
ment department
Recipient of Tracfin report(s): Public prosecutor’s office at a court of justice and government depart-
ment
1. Mr X made use of fake identity cards to register a dozen or so companies and open bank accounts 
for them with payment service providers operating online only. The companies were registered with 
false documents certifying deposit of share capital that misused banks’ visual and graphic identities.
2. Of these companies, Company A organised an initial coin offering (ICO) to finance a blockchain-
based project. A number of factors suggested that the project did not actually exist: for one thing, 
the white paper had a number of inconsistences, and, for another, the address to which the cryp-
to-asset investments had to be transferred was just a crypto-asset address owned by a user, rather 
than a smart-contract address as would usually be the case for an ICO.
3. The digital asset wallet backing the ICO, in all probability owned by Mr X, received some 300 tran-
sactions totalling over €200,000 in crypto-assets from investors.
4. The crypto-assets received underwent a string of conversions for the purpose, in part, of buying 
stablecoins, that is, digital assets pegged to a fiat currency to guarantee their value.
Analysis criteria and warning signs:
 w Identification of fake identity documents and false certificates used to register new companies 

(same photograph on different cards).
 w A single connecting device controlling the accounts of several start-ups.
 w Supporting documents with multiple inconsistencies: differences between articles of association 

and the line of business entered in the registration certificate, different signatures.
 w Amount of share capital incompatible with a start-up.
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DeFi and NFTs: expected consequences 
of the trend towards disintermediation 
of financial services

Decentralised finance is developing outside  
any AML/CFT framework

 Practices that are replacing traditional  
intermediated finance

Decentralised finance, or DeFi for short, is a new financial ecosystem 
that is competing with traditional finance, differing from the latter by 
the absence of intermediaries: parties to a transaction on a DeFi plat-
form communicate directly without using a central network manager.

Technically, decentralised finance 
is based on the decentralisation 
enabled by blockchain techno-
logy and crypto-assets: it allows 
blockchain users to trade digital 
assets directly with each other 
on blockchain networks – mainly 
Ethereum – by means of finan-
cial applications built on smart 
contracts.77 In practice, DeFi refers 
to non-custodial services and peer-
to-peer services (P2P).

The financial services available 
through DeFi are similar to those 
offered by traditional finance and 
are attracting a growing share of 
assets deposited as collateral, total-
ling over $111bn in November 2021, 
as against $10bn in 2020.78 The main services offered are:

 h Exchange services: Decentralised exchanges (DEXs) are one of 
the most widely used DeFi applications. Unlike centralised plat-
forms, DEXs allow users to trade crypto-assets through an appli-
cation without having to use a trusted third party for custody of 
their funds.

77. See explanation above on how initial coin offerings (ICOs) work.
78. https://www.wsj.com/articles/crypto-savings-lawsuit-puts-principles-of-defi-to-
the-test-11642069806

https://www.wsj.com/articles/crypto-savings-lawsuit-puts-principles-of-defi-to-the-test-11642069806
https://www.wsj.com/articles/crypto-savings-lawsuit-puts-principles-of-defi-to-the-test-11642069806
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 h Lending and borrowing services: These are the most popular 
DeFi services, allowing instant settlement of transactions and 
the possibility of providing collateral in crypto-assets or even 
non-fungible tokens (NFTs), depending on the protocol used. 
They are available without identity checks. There are a number 
of options, including collateralised loans79, flash loans80 and stan-
dard options for loan applications to loan offers81.

 High risks without an AML/CFT framework

In its updated guidance on virtual assets and virtual asset service pro-
viders,82 the FATF has broadened its definition of VASPs to include 
some providers in the field of decentralised finance and bring them 
under AML/CFT rules. While a DeFi protocol is not a VASP as such, 
its creators, owners and operators and anybody else having sufficient 
influence over its operation and the services it offers must be consi-
dered VASPs where they are providing or “actively facilitating” VASP 
services. The FATF believes that most crypto-asset projects involve a 
VASP and should therefore be covered by the rules.

By broadening VASP status to include parties connected with decen-
tralised finance, the FATF wants to make them enforce the travel rule 
(Recommendation 16), which requires financial institutions and VASPs 
(since 2019) to collect the personal data of parties to transactions 
exceeding USD/EUR 1,000. This data gathering ensures that transac-
tions are secure, and the information collected can be made available 
to the competent public authorities, including FIUs.

A number of practical problems have nevertheless been noted by the 
FATF:

 h The fact that some parties connected with decentralised finance 
have no specific geographical location is likely to reduce the 
effectiveness of these requirements.

 h The scope of parties connected with the sector is hard to define, 
since some of them are individuals with a technical background 
(developers, coders) without any AML/CFT skills or resources.

79. Stablecoin loans based on crypto-assets pledged as collateral in a smart 
contract. These loans work in the same way as Lombard loans.
80. These are instantaneous loans that make it possible, for example, to borrow and 
repay a loan in one second. They are designed for leveraged arbitrage transactions.
81. Lenders’ crypto-assets are placed in a liquidity reserve before being lent and are 
then repaid with interest.
82. FATF, Updated guidance for a risk-based approach to virtual assets and virtual 
asset service providers, 28 October 2022.

http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/Updated-Guidance-VA-VASP.pdf
http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/Updated-Guidance-VA-VASP.pdf
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 h The FATF leaves it to national authorities to establish the crite-
ria for determining whether individuals and legal entities come 
under the DeFi sector and are deemed to be VASPs. Differences 
of interpretation between states could promote the emer-
gence of jurisdictions that are attractive to ML/FT through DeFi 
 applications.

Emergence of non-fungible tokens, or NFTs, without a clear 
legal definition makes some economic sectors more 
vulnerable to money laundering

Non-fungible tokens, or NFTs, are a type of cryptographic token avai-
lable on a blockchain. An NFT is a digital certificate of ownership 
stored on a blockchain: it is a digital object to which is attached an 
identity the authenticity and traceability of

which are, in theory, indisputable 
and tamper-proof. Buying an NFT 
means buying data constituting a 
certificate of ownership. The latter 
can be accessed by other internet 
users. Any digital object (tweet, 
photo, cartoon, video, source code, 
etc.) can thus be bought through a 
token that embodies it and establi-
shes its authenticity.

Most NFT transactions are conduc-
ted with crypto-assets – usually 
ethers, since the Ethereum 
blockchain is the preferred pro-
tocol for storing NFTs.83 Although 
NFTs are not an integral part of 
decentralised finance, they are 
compatible with a number of DeFi 
protocols. By the end of 2021 the NFT market had reached $41bn,84 as 
against $250m in 2020, a 164-fold increase.

NFTs have seen growth mainly in the fields of art (virtual works sold 
by auction houses), sport (digital collectibles) and video games (indi-
vidual elements of a game). Since Law 2022-267 of 28 February 2022 
modernising regulation of the art market, auction houses have been 

83. The ERC-721 standard was created for NFTs. ERC-721 tokens are unique (unique 
identification number) and lasting (non-fungible, non-divisible). The ERC-1155 stan-
dard was created to overcome the limitations of ERC-20 and ERC-72 tokens, intro-
ducing semi-fungibility for NFTs by allowing users to record fungible tokens (ERC-20) 
and non-fungible tokens (ERC-721) in the same smart contract at the same address.
84. Chainalysis, The Chainalysis 2021 NFT Market Report, January 2022.
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able to auction intangible assets, including intangible works of art, 
such as NFTs.

As regards the legal situation, NFTs are not covered by any specific 
arrangements, whether in FATF standards, EU law or French law:

 h The FATF’s updated guidance for a risk-based approach to vir-
tual assets and virtual asset service providers fails to resolve the 
question of whether NFTs should be classified as virtual assets or 
financial assets. It nevertheless includes them in the assets cove-
red by FATF standards. It will therefore be possible to render enti-
ties subject to reporting obligations under either  classification.

 h In domestic law there are currently no specific provisions for 
NFTs. AML/CFT rules ought to be amended to include and fores-
tall the already high ML/FT risks – especially in the fields of art 
and sport – for the reasons given below:

 Little or no KYC

The largest NFT selling platforms require few, if any, identification 
checks during the tokenisation process (when an object is recorded 
on the blockchain), which only requires possession of an Ethereum 
wallet to conduct transactions.

 Virtually systematic use of crypto-assets

The lack of KYC (know-your-customer) checks on some platforms, 
together with use of crypto-assets facilitating anonymity, makes it 
possible for individuals to conceal their real identities.

 Risk of tax evasion

In the absence of any clear tax categorisation, NFTs could be used to 
under-report income in tax returns, for example by:

 h taking the view that NFTs come under the flat-rate tax on 
high-value items rather than the tax regime applying to capital 
gains from sale of digital assets;

 h exploiting the considerable volatility of art market prices to 
lower the selling price of an NFT between two companies owned 
by the same beneficiary, for the purpose of reporting a loss 
rather than a gain.
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 Risk of theft and fraud

Scams involving investment in fraudulent NFTs has been noted and 
reported online: they include NFTs whose value has been artificially 
inflated (pump-and-dump), NFTs copying or plagiarising original works 
without ownership of copyright, or simply bogus NFTs that disappear 
once they have been downloaded from a fake website. Moreover, 
theft of the private key of a wallet giving access to an NFT is an addi-
tional cybersecurity risk.
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Tracfin gathers and enhances information relating to suspicious finan-
cial transactions, which it receives in the form of suspicious transac-
tion reports (STRs) and official reports as well as systematic informa-
tion disclosures (COSIs).

The Unit uses a variety of investigation methods: right to discovery, 
database consultation, intelligence techniques.

It discloses the results of its investigations to the judicial authorities, to 
partner government departments (particularly those within the eco-
nomy and finance ministries) and to other intelligence departments. 
It regularly exchanges information with its foreign counterparts, with 
whom it maintains close operational relationships.

Tracfin handles both the prevention and enforcement aspects of 
anti-money laundering, of combating fraud against the public purse 
and of tackling terrorism and its financing, and this statistical over-
view provides a snapshot of this work.

To continue improving the quality of the data reported, new 
dashboards now offer greater detail and published data has been sim-
plified to make it easier to read.

Clarification

 h STRs: Prior to 2021, the number of STRs included some types of 
report from foreign FIUs. These reports have now been removed 
for inclusion under a special heading “Reports from foreign FIUs”.

 h Amounts at stake in STRs: This figure is the amount at stake ente-
red in the reporting entity’s STR, with no further processing by 
the Unit. Some STRs indicate that there are no amounts at stake.

 h Amounts at stake in notification reports: These are the amounts 
estimated by Tracfin in notification reports sent to its partners 
following the Unit’s investigations.
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REPORTS RECEIVED

Overall assessment: 2021 saw a sharp rise 
in the number of reports to Tracfin

85. COSIs concerning fund transfers carried out through a cash transfer or using a 
digital currency that exceeded €1,000, or an aggregate amount for the same client 
over one calendar month that exceeded €2,000.
86. COSIs concerning cash deposits or withdrawals for an aggregate amount of 
more than €10,000 over one calendar month.

REPORTS TO TRACFIN 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Change  
2017-2021

Change 
2020-2021

STRs 68,661 76,316 95,731 111,671 160,952 134% 44%

Reports from 
foreign FIUs 1,303 1,740 1,367 1,514 1,972 51% 30%

Requests 
from the courts 95 184 128 61 53 –44% –13%

Official reports 1,011 1,136 2,301 2,355 2,194 117% –7%

Total 71,070 79,376 99,527 115,601 165,171 132% 43%

COSIs concerning 
fund transfers 
(in thousands)85 

3,607 3,310 3,960 3,859 3,644 1% –6%

COSIs concerning 
cash deposits 
or withdrawals 
(in thousands)86

55,681 51,177 46,970 37,161 37,683 –32% 1%
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Reporting by AML/CFT reporting entities

(In number of STRs received)

Reporting entities 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Share

Financial reporting entities 63,476 71,359 89,542 105,463 153,567 95,4%

Banks and credit institutions 46,853 50,720 56,162 61,520 72,465 47,2%

Payment institutions 8,603 12,073 21,912 31,271 68,497 44,6%

Other investment service providers 29 36 41 37 54 0,0%

Issuing institutions 291 331 385 476 577 0,4%

Electronic money institutions 178 507 2,020 3,683 3,116 2,0%

Money changers 1,810 1,379 1,468 799 837 0,5%

Insurance companies 4,939 5,409 4,794 4,564 5,435 3,5%

Mutual insurance companies and 
provident institutions 241 346 394 424 748 0,5%

Insurance intermediaries 103 108 144 105 413 0,3%

Investment companies 62 90 151 132 252 0,2%

Financial investment advisers 57 55 37 85 73 0,0%

Crowdfunding intermediaries 23 72 1,751 2,106 604 0,4%

Investment management 
companies 63 92 93 133 155 0,1%

Digital asset service providers 13 20 37 87 312 0,2%

Bank transaction intermediaries 209 120 150 29 18 0,0%

Crowdfunding investment advisers 2 1 3 12 11 0,0%

Settlement system participants 0 0 0 0 0 0,0%
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Reporting entities 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Share

Non-financial reporting entities 4,617 4,711 6,157 6,198 7,385 4,6%

Notaries 1,401 1,474 1,816 1,546 1,837 24,9%

Court-appointed receivers and 
trustees 932 862 1,272 1,098 1,056 14,3%

Chartered accountants 514 466 507 516 614 8,3%

Auditors 151 124 96 113 133 1,8%

Bailiffs 109 121 134 65 121 1,6%

Real estate professionals 178 274 376 271 341 4,6%

Commercial court registrars    720 1,095 14,8%

Casinos and gaming clubs 946 954 1,339 1,070 1,238 16,8%

Online gambling operators 
with exclusive rights 280 357 500 667 731 9,9%

Commercial registered office 
providers 31 22 23 25 105 1,4%

Traders in goods 1 3 1 0 9 0,1%

Traders in precious stones and 
metals 6 9 8 15 4 0,1%

Art and antique dealers 
and intermediaries 1 4 1 7 14 0,2%

Auctioneers and auction houses 67 40 72 69 65 0,9%

Lawyers 0 1 12 4 6 0,1%

CARPAs    12 16 0,2 %

Sports agents 0 0 0 0 0 0,0%

Persons authorised under 
Article L.621-18-5.I of the French 
Monetary and Financial Code

0 0 0 0 0 0,0%

Total for financial and non-financial 
reporting entities 68,093 76,070 95,699 111,661 160,952

From 2017 to 2021 the number of STRs received by Tracfin grew by a 
factor of 2.3, rising from 68,000 to close on 161,000. The increase was 
particularly marked between 2020 and 2021 (+44%), owing mainly to 
an explosion of reporting from payment institutions (+119%).
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In 2021 the share of STRs received by Tracfin from the financial sector 
amounted to 95% of total reporting, remaining stable in relation to 
the previous two years.

Taken as a whole, reporting by non-financial reporting entities rose 
significantly (+19%). This trend was particularly noticeable in the three 
categories of commercial registered office providers, bailiffs and com-
mercial court registrars.

QUALITY OF SUSPICIOUS TRANSACTION REPORTS

The quality of the STRs submitted is a cornerstone of the French model assessed by the FATF. 
Tracfin reiterates the fact that suspicious transaction reports differ from COSIs in the analysis 
they necessitate when formulating and explaining a suspicion. An STR must be the result of a 
process of categorisation prompted by an atypical financial flow: it must state the nature of the 
suspicion and not simply list facts and transactions.

The Unit is still receiving too many STRs in which analysis is lacking or insufficient to categorise 
the suspicion.
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SCOPE OF THE REPORTING OBLIGATION FOR AML/CFT 
REPORTING ENTITIES

WHAT IS A REPORTABLE OFFENCE?

Article L.561-15 of the French Monetary and Financial Code is the enactment into French law 
of Article 33 of amended Directive (EU) 2015/849 of 20 May 2015 (the Fourth Anti-Money Laun-
dering Directive), which refers to suspicions or reasonable grounds for suspicion that “funds, 
regardless of the amount involved, are the proceeds of criminal activity or are related to terro-
rist financing”.

Since the enactment into French law of the Third Anti-Money Laundering Directive of 26 Octo-
ber 2005 by the Order of 30 January 2009, lawmakers have decided to considerably expand 
the scope of the reporting obligation, which now covers virtually all profit-generating criminal 
activity (now assessed based on the seriousness of the crime, as measured by minimum sen-
tence length).

Apart from suspected financing of terrorism, the purpose of a suspicious transaction report, 
whose subject is defined as “funds [...] derived from an offence”, is not to describe the 
money-laundering offence but to indicate its category. The offences concerned include any 
profit-generating offence, whether money laundering or a predicate offence that gives rise to 
profit, as well as tax evasion (where the profit is the evaded taxes). There are thus two criteria 
for determining whether an offence falls under the reporting obligation: (1) Has it generated 
profit? and (2) Is it punishable by a prison sentence of more than one year? Money laundering, 
an autonomous offence punishable by five years in prison under Article 324-1 of the French 
Criminal Code, thus falls under the reporting obligation for AML/CFT reporting entities.

Tax evasion, which is punishable under Article 1741 of the French General Tax Code by five 
years in prison, also falls within the scope of paragraph I of Article L.561-15 of the French Mone-
tary and Financial Code. Given the complexity of this type of fraud, lawmakers have chosen to 
create a special reporting system, set out in paragraph II of Article L.561-15 of said code. Repor-
ting entities are only required to report suspicions of tax evasion if at least one of 16 criteria set 
out in paragraph II of Article D.561-32-1 of the code is met.

In addition, the possibility of a transaction being unlawful, as set out in Article L.561-10-2 of 
the French Monetary and Financial Code and originally in Article 18, paragraph 2, of the Fourth 
Anti-Money Laundering Directive, is also a reason for reporting it, irrespective of the source of 
funds, pursuant to Article L.561-15, paragraph III, of the code.

Since it arises from the enactment of an EU directive into national law, the scope of the repor-
ting obligation for AML/CFT reporting entities applies in all EU Member States, which were 
required to enact it into their domestic law within two years. In this respect, when assessing 
France’s enactment and implementation of the Fourth Anti-Money Laundering Directive, the 
Council of Europe found that its AML/CFT system complied with the technical requirements 
of EU directives.
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REPORTING BY REPORTING 
ENTITIES

Fact sheets by reporting entity
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FACT SHEET 1. Banks and credit institutions

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 46,853 50,720 56,162 61,520 72,465

Amount at stake 
(in €bn) 17.2 21.4 21.5 21.5 28.2

Number of requests 
for information 10,039 10,887 29,640 10,866 13,190

46,853
50,720

56,162
61,520

72,465

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of suspicious transaction reports

Over 1 year: +18%

Over 5 years: +55%

17.2   

21.4   21.5   21.5   

28.2   

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Amounts at stake (in €bn)
Over 1 year: +31%

Over 5 years: +64%
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In 2021, STRs from credit institutions continued the upward trend 
noted since 2017, with an 18% rise between 2020 and 2021.

Still affected by the health crisis, 2021 once again demonstrated the 
soundness of France’s AML/CFT system through the reporting entities’ 
ability to adapt to meet their reporting obligations.

As for the quality of STRs, the value they added to the national risk 
analysis, and the types of case reported, Tracfin draws attention to 
the following points:

 h Suspicions relating to underlying offences of fraud or undeclared 
labour were expressed clearly, as were those concerning money 
laundering that revealed networks for moving money out of the 
country. These types of fraud and money laundering were pro-
perly flagged by financial institutions. Some STRs offered par-
ticularly significant value added by reporting suspected fraud 
networks.

 h STRs concerning undeclared activity, income of unknown origin 
and unexplained large cash payments or withdrawals accounted 
for most of the sector’s reporting.

 h Suspicious transaction reports concerning terrorist financing 
have been trending steadily upwards in general over the last five 
years.

 h STRs relating to correspondent banking usually contained 
high-quality analysis and were recognised as being relevant.

 h Despite the sector’s maturity, Tracfin has still found room for 
improvement in its understanding of STRs (too concise an analy-
sis of the facts, for example, is a weakness).

Private banking institutions generally provided good-quality reports, 
and the suspicion was usually properly categorised. While the speci-
fic risks uncovered in 2021 bore out the mainly tax-related nature of 
the offences reported to Tracfin (disguised gifts, foreign accounts and 
income of unknown origin), reflecting a wealthy clientele, fraud tar-
geting this same clientele also existed. Tracfin still expects much of 
STRs from private banking institutions given the unusual nature of the 
transactions that can be conducted (large sums, international aspect, 
complex arrangements, existence of trusts, customers represented by 
third parties).
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FACT SHEET 2. Payment institutions

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 8,603 12,073 21,912 31,271 68,497

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 357 782 5,946 1,612 3,087

Number of requests 
for information 4,052 5,285 7,207 5,302 6,174

Payment institutions making money transfers tend to dominate this category of reporting 
entities. Consequently, the number of STRs in the money transfer sector continued to 
grow exponentially in 2021.

8,603
12,073

21,912

31,217

68,497

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of suspicious transaction reports

Over 1 year: +119%

Over 5 years: +696%

357   
782   

5,946   

1,612   

3,087   

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Amounts at stake (in €m)

Over 1 year: +91%

Over 5 years: +765%
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FACT SHEET 3. Electronic money institutions

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 178 507 2,020 3,683 3,116

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 3 189 121 358 740

Number of requests 
for information 51 179 518 717 782

After very strong growth in 2020 (+82%), reporting by electronic 
money institutions, a very heterogeneous sector in terms of establish-
ment size and business, declined somewhat (–15%).

Despite this tendency, the growing number of STRs concerning large 
amounts, together with the rise in the number of requests for infor-
mation sent to electronic money institutions, show an overall impro-
vement in quality.
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FACT SHEET 4. Insurance sector

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 5,283 5,863 5,332 5,093 6,596

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 1,139 2,387 2,426 1,690 1,139

Number of requests 
for information 255 266 248 246 133

of which insurance companies

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 4,939 5,409 4,794 4,564 5,435

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 998 1,250 1,991 1,491 1,053

Number of requests 
for information 223 242 233 224 115

of which insurance intermediaries

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 103 108 144 105 413

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 119 1,117 389 166 59

Number of requests 
for information 11 4 9 1 4

of which mutual insurance companies and provident institutions

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 241 346 394 424 748

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 22 21 46 33 26

Number of requests 
for information 21 20 6 21 14
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The 30% increase in reporting recorded for the insurance sector in 
2021 was considerable and all the more noteworthy for coming after 
years of moderate growth (+11% in 2018) and even some downturns 
(–9% in 2019 and –5% in 2020).

STRs from insurance intermediaries on the one hand and mutual insu-
rance companies and provident institutions on the other shot up, with 
rises of 293% and 76% respectively in 2021.

There was a very marked rise (+78%) in STRs relating to terrorist finan-
cing in this sector. A number of STRs of significance were received 
from the fire, accident and miscellaneous risks sector notifying com-
plex arrangements, organised fraud networks and suspected bribery. 
It is also worth noting that the property vector was often mentioned 
in STRs relating to money laundering.

AML/CFT IN THE INSURANCE SECTOR

July 2021 saw publication of the 19th issue of the Tracfin newslet-
ter for reporting entities. This issue highlighted the insurance sec-
tor’s contribution to combating money laundering and terrorist 
financing. The sector’s heterogeneity and the cross-cutting nature 
of insurance products have played a part in the emergence of the 
various types of fraud and financial crime recorded by Tracfin, 
which is continuing its awareness-raising and public relations work 
on AML/CFT best practices. The issue also contains contributions 
from Dominique Laboureix, the Secretary General of the French 
Prudential Supervision and Resolution Authority (ACPR) and 
Maxence Bizien, Director of France’s Insurance Fraud Agency 
(ALFA).
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FACT SHEET 5. Money changers

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 1,810 1,379 1,468 799 837

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 55 47 49 35 59

Number of requests 
for information 25 40 19 19 11

The money changers sector saw reporting rise by 5% between 2020 
and 2021. As stated in last year’s report, the sector was very severely 
economically affected by the COVID-19 pandemic because of the lat-
ter’s effects on tourist numbers. Compared with 2018, the numbers 
of STRs and requests for information over the past two years clearly 
reveal the economic impact of the health crisis on this sector.

In addition, reporting was concentrated in barely a quarter of the ins-
titutions licensed to act as money changers by the ACPR (66 entities 
reported to Tracfin, out of 212 licensed money changers).
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FACT SHEET 6. Virtual asset service providers (VASPs)

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 13 20 37 87 312

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 0 1 1 6 164

Number of requests 
for information 3 20 34 139 35

87. By June 2022, 38 virtual asset service providers were registered with the AMF. Source: AMF.

There was a dramatic increase (259%) in reporting by virtual asset ser-
vice providers in 2021, for which there were three main reasons :

 h The steadily rising number of VASPs registered with the AMF87.

 h The growth in AML/CFT systems in these institutions.

 h The rapid expansion in crypto-asset use by a wider range of 
people, leading to more customers, with, at the same time, indi-
viduals seeking to take advantage of any AML/CFT vulnerabilities 
in the sector.

Tracfin notes, however, that a large volume of STRs came from just a 
few institutions, while others produced very little reporting.

AML/CFT IN THE VASP SECTOR

March 2022 saw the publication of the 20th issue of the Tracfin news-
letter for AML/CFT reporting entities, this time focusing on VASPs. It 
dealt with the problems that entities in this sector might encounter in 
their reporting and also offered a review of what was happening in the 
legislative, institutional and international fields. The issue was rounded 
off with contributions from Tracfin’s institutional partners: Faustine 
Fleuret, President of the Association for the Development of Digital 
Assets (ADAN), Guillaume Poupard, head of the French National 
Cybersecurity Agency (ANSSI), and Julien Goldszlagier, Deputy Public 
Prosecutor for  Section J2 (Financial Crime) of the JIRS/JUNALCO 
 Division of the Paris Public Prosecutor’s Office.

This issue highlighted the growing number of STRs submitted to Tracfin by VASPs. Since the 
latter became subject to AML/CFT reporting requirements under the Business Growth and 
Transformation Act (PACTE) of 22 May 2019, the number of STRs from the sector has risen by 
a factor of 8.5.
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FACT SHEET 7. Crowdfunding investment advisers 
and crowdfunding intermediaries

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 25 73 1,754 2,118 615

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 3 3 5 7 4

Number of requests 
for information 3 42 58 25 135

of which crowdfunding investment advisers

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 2 1 3 12 11

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 241 0 483 323 692

Number of requests 
for information 1 0 0 1 0

of which crowdfunding intermediaries

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 23 72 1,751 2,106 604

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 2 3 5 7 3

Number of requests 
for information 2 42 58 24 135
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FACT SHEET 8. Commercial court registrars

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs – – – 720 1,095

Amount at stake 
(in €m) – – – 36 106

Number of requests 
for information – – – 8 48

88. Commercial court registrars have been subject to AML/CFT reporting requirements since the publica-
tion of Order 2020-115 of 12 February 2020 strengthening the national AML/CFT system.

Reporting by commercial court registrars saw strong growth,88 with a 
52% increase in the number of STRs between 2020 and 2021. In addi-
tion, 2021 was marked by a large number of requests for information 
issued by the Unit in order to enhance its investigations and obtain 
additional information through commercial court registrars.
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FACT SHEET 9. Notaries

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 1,401 1,474 1,816 1,546 1,837

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 1,535 2,924 3,321 2,305 3,040

Number of requests 
for information 232 247 165 179 136

1,401
1,474

1,816
1,546

1,837

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of suspicious transaction reports

Over 1 year: +19%

Over 5 years: +31%

1,535   

2,924   

3,321   

2,305   

3,040   

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Amounts at stake (in €m)

Over 1 year: +32%

Over 5 years: +98%
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ONLINE PUBLICATION OF BROCHURE ON THE AML/CFT 
SYSTEM APPLYING TO NOTARIES

Published in late March 2022, this guide is intended to help notaries 
understand their AML/CFT obligations and comply with them in 
practice. Designed in the form of short fact sheets with tables and 
diagrams making them easier to read and understand, it will enable 
notaries to recognise effectively the transactions that should be 
reported to Tracfin. A number of case studies presenting risk situa-
tions will assist notaries with day-to-day compliance. They will also 
find answers to the questions that they frequently ask, including 
the confidentiality of information disclosed to Tracfin and the judi-
cial authorities.
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FACT SHEET 10. Lawyers and CARPAs

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 0 1 12 16 22

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 0 0 8 278 196

Number of requests 
for information 0 0 4 13 4

of which lawyers

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 0 1 12 4 6

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 0 0 8 7 3

Number of requests 
for information 0 0 4 0 2

of which CARPAs89

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs – – – 12 16

Amount at stake 
(in €m) – – – 272 193

Number of requests 
for information – – – 13 2

89. Lawyers’ Financial Settlement Funds (CARPAs) have been subject to AML/CFT reporting requirements 
since the publication of Order 2020-115 of 12 February 2020 strengthening the national AML/CFT system.
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FACT SHEET 11. Bailiffs

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 109 121 134 65 121

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 1 1 6 24 1

Number of requests 
for information 0 1 2 2 3
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FACT SHEET 12. Court-appointed receivers and trustees

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 932 862 1,272 1,098 1,056

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 787 1,624 3,557 1,336 3,152

Number of requests 
for information 40 35 43 23 31

With 1,056 STRs submitted to Tracfin in 2021, reporting from court-ap-
pointed receivers and trustees remained much the same as the pre-
vious year (1,098 STRs) in terms of volume.

Regarding quality, the STRs showed that reporting entities were 
making a clear effort to analyse cases. The vast majority of reports 
offered a detailed statement of facts and an attempt to categorise 
suspicions. Attention should also be drawn to the fact that court-ap-
pointed receivers and trustees routinely tended to add supporting 
documents to their STRs.

Use of the ERMES e-reporting system rose further in 2021, since almost 
four reports out of five were submitted to Tracfin through this plat-
form. By comparison, the utilisation rate for ERMES was 50% in 2018, 
59% in 2019 and 72% in 2020.

Tracfin has encouraged all reporting entities to make use of e-repor-
ting.

In the line with the National Risk Analysis (ANR), the types of case 
reported to Tracfin mostly concerned breaches of the French Com-
mercial Code (misuse of company assets, bankruptcy) and tax evasion 
(underreporting of turnover).

Reports from court-appointed receivers and trustees led to referrals 
to the judicial authorities.
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FACT SHEET 13. Chartered accountants and auditors

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 665 590 603 629 747

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 1,192 578 483 786 690

Number of requests 
for information 253 341 423 348 441

of which chartered accountants

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 514 466 507 516 614

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 505 363 334 257 355

Number of requests 
for information 224 315 393 320 409

of which auditors

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 151 124 96 113 133

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 686 215 149 529 335

Number of requests 
for information 29 26 30 28 32
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FACT SHEET 14. Art and luxury goods sector

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 75 56 82 91 92

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 5 58 5 26 34

Number of requests 
for information 5 11 13 20 92

Following Order 2020-115 of 12 February 2020, traders in precious 
metals and precious stones have been dissociated from the traders 
referred to in Article L.561-2, paragraph 11, of the French Monetary 
and Financial Code. They now come under specific rules as set out in 
paragraph 11 bis.

STRs coming within the scope of paragraph 11 of Article L.561-2 are 
now recorded under the heading of traders in goods.

of which auctioneers and auction houses

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 67 40 72 69 65

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 4.6 56.9 3.8 15.2 6.8

Number of requests 
for information 5 10 11 20 90

In 2021, 65 STRs were submitted to Tracfin by auctioneers and public 
auction houses, down 6% on 2020.

While the quality of these STRs was slightly better, the quantity failed 
to reflect the high ML/TF risk level for the art and luxury goods sector 
identified in the National Risk Analysis (ANR).

The main warning signs in the 54 STRs submitted to Tracfin concer-
ning voluntary sales were the following: change of beneficial owner, 
split payments, cash payments, use of extraterritorial accounts or an 
intermediary, and payments by one or more third parties.

STRs arising from sales by court order related to VAT fraud, purchase 
and resale of equipment following winding-up by decision of  court, 
split payments from different individuals and also suspected bribery.
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of which traders in goods

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 1 3 1 0 9

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 38 100 20 0 8,469

Number of requests 
for information 0 0 0 0 0

of which traders in precious stones and metals

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 6 9 8 15 4

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 330 733 617 716 1,188

Number of requests 
for information 0 1 2 0 0

of which art and antique dealers and intermediaries

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 1 4 1 7 14

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 25 368 10 10,568 17,528

Number of requests 
for information 0 0 0 0 2
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FACT SHEET 15. Commercial registered office providers

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 31 22 23 25 105

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 101 3,000 868 401,200 20

Number of requests 
for information 1 1 0 0 1

Reporting by commercial registered office providers rose steeply by a 
factor of 4.2, from 25 STRs in 2020 to 105 in 2021. This development 
is worthy of note given the low level of reporting ever since these pro-
viders became subject to reporting requirements in 2009. These 105 
STRs in 2021 were submitted by only 23 reporting entities out of the 
3,000 in this line of business.

All suspicious transaction reports were sent through the ERMES repor-
ting system, which shows that the reporting entities have become 
familiar with this portal which ensures that their exchanges with Trac-
fin are secure.

There was a change in the geographical distribution of reporting in 
comparison with previous years. While the Grand Est region used to 
be the region providing the most STRs, in 2021 the Provence-Alpes-
Côte d’Azur region accounted for over 39% of reports.

While in previous years almost one report in two contained no sup-
porting documents, in 2021 the ratio fell to approximately one in 
three. This trend should be encouraged, since attaching documents 
(identity documents, certificates of incorporation, commercial court 
registration, etc.) to an STR enables Tracfin to take faster and more 
effective action. However, the quality of the reports leaves conside-
rable room for improvement. Attention is drawn to the need to des-
cribe the essential elements of the suspicious transaction accurately 
in the analysis of the facts.
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FACT SHEET 16. Real estate professionals90

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 178 274 376 271 341

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 468 635 697 414 690

Number of requests 
for information 9 13 9 13 14
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FACT SHEET 17. Gambling sector

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 1,226 1,311 1,839 1,737 1,969

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 119 135 212 151 182

Number of requests 
for information 322 330 374 245 302

of which casinos and gaming clubs

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 946 954 1,339 1,070 1,238

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 56 81 127 66 90

Number of requests 
for information 162 176 174 98 66

of which online gambling operators with exclusive rights

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of STRs 280 357 500 667 731

Amount at stake 
(in €m) 63 54 85 85 92

Number of requests 
for information 160 154 200 147 236

Casinos and gaming clubs

Accounting for 1,238 suspicious transaction reports in 2021, casino 
operators set a reporting record for the second half of the year with 
1,110 STRs. By comparison, they submitted 773 STRs for the second 
half of 2019, with an annual total of 1,270. Their record has been gene-
rally good, although the sector’s economic recovery has inevitably 
meant that reporting will have to make up lost ground.

The standardisation process introduced by casino groups must now 
be reflected in improved procedures for close scrutiny and surveil-
lance of individuals reported. Tracfin notes that some establishments 
have made efforts regarding analysis, resulting in a more detailed sta-
tement of facts covering all the KYC information collected since ente-
ring into the business relationship on the one hand and the atypical 
transactions giving rise to the suspicion on the other hand.
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The number of disclosures containing information from gambling 
sector STRs has remained relatively steady for several years. Due dili-
gence by some establishments has also made it possible to obtain 
information of significance concerning individuals posing a risk with 
regard to financing of terrorism.

Lastly, Tracfin notes a lack of involvement on the part of some small 
and medium-sized operators, whose reporting practices are falling 
short. In fact certain STRs are more or less unusable because there is 
no analysis in the statement of facts and some supporting documents 
are missing.

Online gambling operators with exclusive rights

Over the past three years, the online gambling sector has maintained 
its upward momentum with a steadily rising number of suspicious 
transaction reports. Boosted by the health crisis, digital gambling 
showed a slight increase (6.6%) in the volume of STRs this year.

However, the developments recorded in 2020 and 2021 were attribu-
table to just a few entities, which were not even the main operators 
in this market. There is scope for the latter to report more suspicious 
transactions and submit their STRs to Tracfin more rapidly.

In terms of operations, the main operators seem to have satisfactory 
risk classifications for source of funds. On the other hand, methods of 
gambling, which can provide information about a player’s intentions 
(sure bets,91 ratio between amounts staked and amount deposited, 
repeated betting on cancelled bets), are not routinely included in 
these classifications. At any rate, few STRs contain this type of fee-
dback.

91. A sure bet is a betting method designed to guarantee a win by exploiting diffe-
rences in bookmakers’ odds.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bookmaker
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NOTIFICATION
AND INTELLIGENCE REPORTS 

PROVIDED BY TRACFIN 
TO ITS PARTNERS

Overview 2017 to 2021

 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Change 
2020-2021

Change 
2017-2021

Notification reports 
to the judicial authorities 891 948 954 738 553 –25% –38%

Intelligence reports 614 1,105 1,482 1,321 1,791 36% 192%

Notification reports to 
anti-fraud departments, 
social security 
departments and customs

888 967 1 019 828 780 –6% –12%

Notification reports 
abroad 202 231 246 126 98 –22% –51%

Notification reports 
to other government 
departments

21 31 37 20 20 0% –5%

TOTAL 2,616 3,282 3,738 3,033 3,242 7% 24%

891
34%

23%

888
34%

202
8%

21
1%

2017

Breakdown of notification and intelligence reports by recipient in 2017 and 2021

2021

Notification reports
to the judicial authorities

Intelligence reports

Notification reports to anti-fraud 
departments, social security 
departments and customs

Notification reports abroad

Notification reports
to other government

553
17%

1,791
55%

780
24%

98
3% 1%
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Notification reports to the judicial authorities

 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Change 
2020-2021

Change 
2017-2021

Notification reports 
to the judicial authorities 891 948 954 738 553 –25% –38%

concerning at least 
one suspected criminal 
offence

468 469 492 454 320 –30% –32%

containing intelligence 
for judges and prosecutors 325 294 309 174 138 –21% –58%

sent to the police, 
gendarmerie or judicial 
customs department

98 185 153 110 95 –14% –3%

468 469 492

454

320

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Notification reports concerning at least one suspected criminal offence

993   

792  788   
707   

2,844  

1,877

968

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Presumed amounts at stake (in €m)
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Because of the significant effort to tackle fraud relating to the 
 COVID-19 pandemic, 2020 was rather an unusual year, while 2021 bore 
out the upsurge in Tracfin investigations regarding amounts at stake, 
totalling €2.8bn. One report in particular concerned an estimated 
€1.87bn.

Breakdown by amounts 
at stake in notification 

reports concerning 
at least one suspected 

criminal offence

Under 
€100,000

€100,000 
to 

€500,000

€500,000 
to €1m

€1m 
to €10m

Over 
€10m Total

Number 41 110 56 93 20 320

Share 13% 34% 18% 29% 6% 100%

Main offences found

248

Main offences in notification reports concerning
at least one supected criminal offence

Money
laundering

Fraud and
aggravated

fraud

Breach
of trust

Forged documents
and falsification
of certificates

Tax
evasion

Undeclared
work

200
190

116

60 67
78

45 44 37
28 29

2020 2021
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Breakdown by court of appeal in 2022
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Use of right of opposition
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Notification reports to anti-fraud departments

Tax evasion

Tax evasion 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Change 
2020-2021

Change 
2017-2021

Notification reports 
to the Public Finances 
Directorate General 
(DGFiP)

625 637 734 612 584 –5% –7%

Presumed amount 
at stake (in €m) 604 599 553 533 669 25% 11%

Presumed amount 
at stake per case 
(in €’000s)

966 940 753 871 1,145 31% 19%

Specific tax exemption

Property wealth tax fraud

Tax residency

Undeclared activity

Foreign-held assets

2% 1%

Income of unknown origin

VAT fraud

Undeclared gifts

1%

6%

8%

12%

26%

43%

Main types of tax-related notification
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Social security fraud

Social security fraud 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Change 
2020-2021

Change 
2017-2021

Notification reports 
to social security funds 223 261 237 181 157 –13% –30%

Presumed amount 
at stake (in €m) 200 212 205 127 126 –1% –37%

Presumed amount 
at stake per case 
(in €’000s)

899 809 865 699 802 15% –11%

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Change 
2020-2021

Change 
2017-2021

Of which social security 
contribution fraud 169 194 195 139 130 –6% –23%

Central Agency 
for Social Security 
Bodies (ACOSS)

168 193 192 135 124 – 8% –26%

Social Agricultural 
Mutual Fund (MSA) 1 1 3 4 6 50% 500%

Of which social security 
benefit fraud 54 67 42 42 27 –36% –50%

Pôle Emploi 6 15 17 20 15 –25% 150%

National Family 
Allowance Fund (CNAF) 26 40 19 16 7 –56% –73%

National Health 
Insurance Fund for 
Employees (CNAMTS)

6 4 4 5 4 –20% –33%

National Pension Fund 
(CNAV) 8 1 2 1 1 0% –88%

Social security scheme 
for the self-employed 
(RSI)

8 7 0 0 0 NS NS

Total 223 261 237 181 157 –13% –30%

Customs fraud

Customs fraud 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Change 
2020-2021

Change 
2017-2021

Notification reports 
to the Directorate 
General of Customs 
and Excise (DGDDI)

40 67 48 35 39 11% –3%

Presumed amount 
at stake (in €m) 28 25 15 61 58 –4% 111%

Presumed amount 
at stake per case 
(in €’000s)

688 369 319 1,734 1,487 –14% 116%
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Intelligence reports

DRM

DGSI

DGSE

DRSD

DNRED

29
2% 153

8%

Others

34
2%

90
5%

290
 16%

1 195
67%

Intelligence reports by recipient (2021)

The Directorate General for Domestic Security (DGSI) was the main 
recipient of Tracfin’s intelligence reports because of its lead role in 
counterterrorism: 68.9% of the reports to this department concerned 
this subject.

Most of the intelligence reports to the rest of the intelligence commu-
nity’s inner circle related to key concerns of foreign policy, preventing 
any form of foreign interference and defending France’s economic, 
industrial and scientific interests.

The “Others” category covers intelligence reports to departments in 
the outer circle of the intelligence community and to the Economic 
Strategic Intelligence and Security Department (SISSE).

Notification and intelligence reports relating 
to terrorist financing

2021

Reports to the intelligence services 993

Notification reports to the judicial authorities 49

Notification reports abroad 2

Notification reports to anti-fraud departments 1

TOTAL 1,045
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Notification reports abroad

As far as international cooperation is concerned, a distinction must 
be drawn between inflows and outflows.

Inflows

Inflows, that is communications received from foreign FIUs, are divi-
ded into two categories:

 h Notifications sent spontaneously, which do not require a res-
ponse on Tracfin’s part.

 h Requests, for which Tracfin does have to reply to its partner 
abroad, under certain conditions (e.g. a request detailing suspec-
ted money laundering, terrorist financing or tax evasion).

In total, Tracfin received 1,972 communications from its foreign coun-
terparts in 2021.

Inflow 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of notification and requests 
from foreign FIUs 1,303 1,740 1,367 1,514 1,972

In 2021 the five foreign FIUs most frequently contacting Tracfin for 
information comprised four from the European Union and one from 
the United Kingdom.
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Outflows

Outflows, that is communications from Tracfin to foreign FIUs, can be 
divided into three categories:

 h Notifications sent spontaneously by Tracfin to foreign FIUs, 
which do not require any particular response on their part.

 h Information sent in reply to requests from foreign FIUs to sup-
port the latter’s investigations.

 h Enquiries from Tracfin to support its analysis and investigations: 
in 2021 Tracfin contacted the FIU international cooperation 
network concerning 3,318 targets (individuals and legal entities), 
a 15% increase.

Outflow 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of notification reports sent 
spontaneously to foreign FIUs 202 231 246 126 98

Number of notification reports 
sent in reply to incoming requests 
from foreign FIUs

643 704 734 575 834

Number of targets about which Tracfin 
sent enquiries to foreign FIUs 1,760 2,254 2,912 2,875 3,318

Notification reports sent 
 spontaneously to foreign FIUs 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number 202 231 246 126 98

Presumed amount at stake 
(in €m) 409 843 1 371 345 313

Average presumed amount at stake 
(in €m) 2 3,6 5,6 2,7 3,2

Median presumed amount at stake 
(in euros) 237,738 370,000 254,942 600,000 817,480
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It is worth noting that among the foreign FIUs most frequently sent 
enquiries by Tracfin for the purposes of its own investigations there 
were also five FIUs from the European Union.
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DEFINITIONS

Investigative action

Tracfin’s investigative work is based mainly on information searches. 
Tracfin has a number of powers, regulated by the French Monetary 
and Financial Code (CMF), in fulfilling its mission. Firstly, the Unit has a 
fairly extensive right to discovery (see below), as well as – for the pur-
pose of carrying out its mandate – access to several datasets managed 
by the tax and customs authorities, the Ministry of the Interior, etc. 
Lastly, staff may send enquiries to their foreign counterparts or other 
specialised intelligence departments. Exercising the right to disco-
very, consulting databases and requesting information from partner 
departments all form part of Tracfin investigations. These types of 
research are known as “investigative actions”.

Reporting entities

These are the entities referred to in Article L.561-2 of the CMF who 
are subject to the French AML/CFT system. Today they number over 
200,000 in France.

Systematic information disclosures (COSIs)

Pursuant to Article L.561-15-1 of the CMF, these disclosures are com-
pulsory provided that the conditions set out in the legislation are 
met, notwithstanding any notion of suspicion. This information, 
submitted by the entities mentioned in paragraphs 1 to 1 quater of 
Article L.561-2, namely credit institutions, payment institutions and 
electronic money institutions,92 is entered into the Unit’s database 
and is used to enhance ongoing investigations. Since 14 February 
2020, Tracfin has been allowed to exercise its powers solely on the 
basis of COSIs.

92. These paragraphs concern not only French institutions but also branches esta-
blished in France of any credit institution (EC), payment institution (EP) or electronic 
money issuer (EME) whose head office is located in the European Economic Area 
(EEA) as well as payment service providers (ECs, EPs and EMEs) authorised to operate 
in the EEA that carry out their activities in France using payment service agents or 
electronic money distributors.
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The transactions in question are listed by decree. Two types of tran-
sactions are currently covered by this measure, in Article R.561-31-1 
on the one hand and Articles R.561-31-2 and R.561-31-3 on the other:

 h Fund transfers carried out through a cash transfer or using a digital 
currency that exceed €1,000, or an aggregate amount for the same 
client over one calendar month that exceeds €2,000 (COSI 1).

 h Cash deposits or withdrawals for an aggregate amount of more 
than €10,000 over one calendar month (COSI 2).

French Internal Security Code (CSI)

As a specialised intelligence department, Tracfin takes action to 
defend and promote France’s fundamental interests, particularly as 
concerns the prevention of terrorism and organised crime and the 
protection of France’s key economic, industrial and scientific inte-
rests. In order to fulfil its mandate to defend and protect France’s fun-
damental interests, Tracfin has investigative powers that are strictly 
regulated by the French Internal Security Code.

French Monetary and Financial Code (CMF)

To fulfil its remit of combating money laundering and the financing of 
terrorism, Tracfin possesses powers that are strictly regulated by the 
French Monetary and Financial Code (under legislative and regulatory 
provisions on combating money laundering and the financing of ter-
rorism).

Suspicious transaction report (STR)

Article L.561-15 of the CMF requires all reporting entities to report sus-
picious transactions. Reports are submitted to Tracfin and constitute 
the raw material that the Unit then processes. These reports concern 
amounts or transactions involving sums that financial institutions 
know, suspect or have good reason to suspect are the proceeds of an 
offence punishable by a prison sentence of more than one year or are 
related to the financing of terrorism.93 The report must be made prior 
to performance or completion of the transaction. Only as an excep-
tion, in specific circumstances, is a reporting entity allowed to send a 
suspicious transaction report subsequent to a transaction. Attempted 
transactions must also be reported to Tracfin. Article R.561-31 of the 
CMF stipulates the content of a suspicious transaction report.

93. Paragraph II of Article L.561-15 provides for special procedures when the repor-
ting entity suspects that funds are the proceeds of tax evasion.
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Right to discovery

In accordance with Article L.561-25 of the CMF, Tracfin may exercise 
its right to discovery vis-a-vis reporting entities. To reconstruct all 
the transactions carried out by a person or company that has been 
the subject of a report, Tracfin staff collect and analyse any and all 
useful documentation (bank statements, deeds, articles of associa-
tion, accounting documents, invoices, documents required to open 
bank accounts, etc.). Tracfin may also obtain information held by 
the private entities not subject to AML/CFT reporting requirements 
and listed in paragraphs II bis, II ter and II quater of Article L.561-25. 
Under Article L.561-27 of the CMF, Tracfin also has a right to disco-
very of information from government departments, local authorities 
and public institutions or any person entrusted with a public service 
mandate.

Right of opposition

In accordance with Article L.561-24 of the CMF, Tracfin may, for 
a 10-day period, defer execution of a transaction of which it has 
become aware under the provisions of the CMF. Exercising this pre-
rogative makes it possible to secure future criminal seizures of funds 
suspected of being the proceeds of an offence. In practice, Tracfin 
uses this prerogative in close consultation with its partners, mainly 
the courts, in order to prevent disputed funds from being diverted 
abroad or dissipated (cash withdrawals, etc.). The law strengthening 
respect for the principles of Republic94 has introduced an extension 
of the scope of this right. The right of opposition now covers not only 
a particular transaction but also, in advance, any transaction or cate-
gory of transactions requested by the customer/client within 10 days 
of the right of opposition taking effect.

ERMES

ERMES is an electronic reporting system. Reporting entities can create 
an account and then fill in STR forms and submit them to Tracfin via a 
secure, powerful and user-friendly interface. ERMES also enables users 
to exchange files with Tracfin, particularly when Tracfin exercises its 
right to discovery. This system is highly secure, ensuring the confiden-
tiality of the data being sent.

94. Law 2021-1109 of 24 August 2021 strengthening respect for the principles of the 
Republic.

http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/UnTexteDeJorf?numjo=INTX2030083L
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/WAspad/UnTexteDeJorf?numjo=INTX2030083L
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Foreign counterparts

Tracfin relies on a network of cooperation with its foreign counter-
parts, foreign FIUs, to obtain relevant information held by them. How 
the Unit exchanges information with foreign counterparts is set out in 
Articles L.561-29 and 561-29-1 of the CMF. A large proportion of Trac-
fin’s activity involves operational exchanges with its foreign counter-
parts. Information received from a foreign FIU is treated the same way 
as a suspicious transaction report. This means that, based on informa-
tion received from a foreign FIU, Tracfin can exercise the same powers 
as for investigations based on domestic STRs. In the same vein, Tracfin 
responds to requests from foreign counterparts and communicates 
with them in the form of spontaneous disclosures or requests for 
financial information.

Official report95

In addition to suspicious transaction reports from reporting entities 
covered by the CMF, Tracfin receives reports from various public bodies 
and bodies with a public service mandate: they include government 
departments, local authorities, government-funded institutions and 
any individual with a public service mandate. The Unit also receives 
reports connected with money-laundering activities, fraud or terrorist 
financing identified by supervisory authorities and professional asso-
ciations as part of their duties.96 Reports transmitted in this way have 
the same legal value as suspicious transaction reports and can be used 
as a basis for in-depth investigations by Tracfin.

Notification report concerning a suspected criminal offence, 
known as “disclosure to the courts”97

If, at the end of its investigations, Tracfin discovers possible evidence 
of the laundering of money derived from an offence punishable with a 
custodial sentence of more than one year, or of terrorist financing, the 
Unit sends a notification report to the public prosecutor with territo-
rial jurisdiction, on the basis of Article L.561-30-1 of the French Mone-
tary and Financial Code.

Notification report

The Unit is authorised to disclose information to all the recipients 
listed in Article L.561-31 of the CMF for the performance of their res-

95. Article L.561-27 of the French Monetary and Financial Code.
96. Article L.561-28 of the French Monetary and Financial Code.
97. Article L.561-30-1 of the French Monetary and Financial Code.
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pective duties, and in particular to the departments in charge of com-
bating fraud against the public purse and to intelligence departments 
(in the latter case, the term used is “intelligence report”, see below). 
These notification reports may also concern the judicial authorities 
or criminal investigation departments where they do not reveal facts 
suggesting the laundering of money derived from an offence puni-
shable with a custodial sentence of more than one year, or of terrorist 
financing, but where they provide these recipients with information 
that is useful for the performance of their duties.

Intelligence report

Notification report sent to one or more intelligence departments 
(term common to the intelligence community) and meeting one or 
more of the objectives listed in Article L.811-3 of the French Internal 
Security Code concerning the protection of France’s fundamental 
interests.

Requests from the courts

Members of both the national legal service and criminal investigation 
departments may, as part of their investigations, send requests to 
Tracfin in order to obtain information that is critical to these investi-
gations. Two types of request may be sent to Tracfin’s director for the 
purposes of obtaining:

 h Disclosure of any information held by Tracfin that may shed light 
on an ongoing investigation (ordinary law of Articles 60-1, 77-1-1 
and 99-3 of the French Code of Criminal Procedure).

 h Confirmation of the existence of a suspicious transaction report 
to confirm or refute an allegation by a reporting entity during 
a criminal procedure (first paragraph of Article L.561-19 of the 
CMF), as well as disclosure of the content of the said STR, but 
only if the judicial investigation indicates that the reporting 
entity could be involved in the money laundering or terrorist 
financing scheme that it has revealed (second paragraph of 
Article  561-19 of the CMF). In this case, the request may only 
come from the judge in charge of the investigation.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviation Full form

ACOSS Central Agency for Social Security Bodies

ACPR French Prudential Supervision and Resolution Authority

AFA French Anti-Corruption Agency

AGRASC Agency for Managing the Recovery of Seized and Confiscated Assets

AMF Autorité des marchés financiers

AML/CFT Anti-money laundering/combating the financing of terrorism

ANJ National Gambling Authority

ANR National Risk Analysis

ANSSI French National Cybersecurity Agency

ASP Services and Payments Agency

BIC Industrial and commercial profits

BNC Non-commercial profits

CARPA Lawyers’ Financial Settlement Fund

CDC Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations

CGI French General Tax Code

CMF French Monetary and Financial Code

CNAF National Family Allowance Fund

CNAMTS National Health Insurance Fund for Employees

CNAV National Pension Fund

CNCCFP National Commission for Control of Electoral Accounts and Political Finance

CNCTR National Commission for Oversight of Intelligence Techniques

CNRLT National Intelligence and Counter-Terrorism Coordinator

COLB AML/CFT Advisory Board

COSI Systematic information disclosure

CPF Individual training account

DACG Directorate for Criminal Affairs and Pardons

DAJJ Institutional and International Affairs Department

DCEFI Economic and Financial Crime Department

DCPJ Central Criminal Investigation Directorate

DeFi Decentralised finance

DEX Decentralised exchange

DEX Decentralized exchanges (Plateformes d’échanges décentralisés)

DGCCRF Directorate General for Competition Policy, Consumer Affairs and Fraud Control
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Abbreviation Full form

DGDDI Directorate General of Customs and Excise

DGFiP Public Finances Directorate General

DGGN Directorate General of the National Gendarmerie

DGSE Directorate General for External Security

DGSI Directorate General for Domestic Security

DGT Directorate General of the Treasury

DLCF Fraud Department

DNEF National Tax Investigation Directorate

DNRED National Directorate for Customs Intelligence and Investigations

DREETS Regional Directorate for the Economy, Employment, Labour and Solidarity

DRLT Intelligence and Counter-Terrorism Department

DRM Military Intelligence Directorate

DRS Pensions and Solidarity Directorate

DRSD Directorate for Defence Intelligence and Security

EU European Union

FATF Financial Action Task Force

FIU Financial intelligence unit

FONPEPS National Fund for Long-Term Employment in the Entertainment Industry

FPO Foreign public official

HATVP High Authority for Transparency in Public Life

H3C High Council of Auditors

ICIJ International Consortium of Investigative Journalists

ICO Initial coin offering

JIRS Specialised interregional court

JUNALCO National Court for Combating Organised Crime

MEFSIN Ministry for the Economy, Finance and Industrial and Digital Sovereignty

MICAF Inter-ministerial Task Force on Anti-Fraud Coordination

ML/TF Money laundering and terrorist financing

MSA Social Agricultural Mutual Fund

NFT Non-fungible token

NGO Non-governmental organisation

OCLCIFF Central Office for the Fight against Corruption and Financial and Tax Crime

OCRGDF Central Office for the Prevention of Serious Financial Crime

OCRVP Central Office for the Prevention of Violence against Persons

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OFAST Anti-Narcotics Office

PEP Politically exposed person
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Abbreviation Full form

PGE Government-backed loan

PNAT National Anti-Terrorist Prosecutor’s Office

PNCEE National Unit for White Certificates

PNF French Financial Prosecutor’s Office

SCCJ Central Racing and Gambling Unit

SEJF Financial Investigations Judicial Department

SGDSN Secretariat General for Defence and National Security

SISSE Economic Strategic Intelligence and Security Department

SNDJ National Customs Judicial Department

STR Suspicious transaction report

TFRF Fiscal Intelligence Task Force

UCLAT Antiterrorist Action Coordination Unit

UN United Nations

UNODC United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime

URSSAF Union for the Collection of Social Security Contributions and Family Allowances

VASP Virtual asset service provider
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